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High-tech help
Technology is constantly being developed to
help disabled students, but is Columbia doing
enough to bring it to those who need it?

By Rui Kaneya
Staff Writer

As an instructor speaks, Katrina Silas'
concentration appears to be matched by few
students in the classroom.
Whatever's important goes straight into
her notebook. Sitting beside Silas is her
boyfriend, Dean Eric Collins, a media management major at Columbia. Collins was born
with severe disabilities. And, in his classes,
he needs extra help.
Silas takes notes, types up t~rm papers and
does anything else for which her boyfriend
might need help.
But, with the advent of computer technologies, much of these assistance from people like Si las is being
replaced by a growing
number of applied software.
Software programs to
support people with disabilities are constantly
developed, alleviating the
loads of people like Silas, who devote their
efforts and time to providing help.
Collins said such technologies would
make hi s life tremendously better and enable
him to become independent after his graduation. It is a matter of "having choices," he
said.
He hopes that the college will provide
some of those technologies, especially when
it pertains to his classes. And he was given a
chance to express his needs when he was
invited to speak at the meeting of Columbia's
Special Needs Student Task Force committee
on April9.
'The meeting went really well," Collins

said. "I got the impression that they
are really going to try hard to
improve things."
The meeting was the college's
continuing effort to create the system
of providing a "reasonable accommodation" to its students who
express their needs of support fro m
the college, in compliance with the
Americans with Disabilities Act.
The law, known as the ADA, was
enacted in 1990. It requires academic institutions to provide a reasonable
accommodation to students if they
possess a disability that hinders their
participation in course offerings.
"The committee is working to put
a formal structure for implementation of the ADA," said Darryll K.
Jones, Columbia's general council.
" In the meantime, the
also
committee
addresses individual Dean Eric Collins (front), a Columbia student, and
request for accommo- Katrina Silas both say Columbia's facilities to
assist the disabled should be improV'ed.
dation on the ADA.
Since the enactment
of the law, many educators versity's own academic requirements to tightaround the country predicted en up on accommodations for learning-di slegal problems for colleges. So far, numerous abled students.
These lawsuits around the country have
lawsuits have been filed. Some involve students' requests to enter various school pro- resulted from the ambiguity of the term " reagrams. Others target speci fi c changes in cur- sonable accommodation" in the ADA. The
field of learning disabilities is still scientifiriculum or campus facilities and equipment.
The most recent lawsuit, filed April 8, was cally murky, leaving many to wonder how
brought by 10 learning-disabled students at much services disabled students are entitled
Boston University, which has a national repu- to receive from the colleges.
'The term 'reasonable accommodation' is
tation for its accommodation of these students. Jon Westling, then provost of the uni- not set in stone, and that's partly because it's
versity, created a fictional student called a relatively new law," said Jones. "But the
Samantha to make a point that some learn- potential for the law is quite expensive in
ing-disabled students are demanding services terms of requiring significant expenditures on
they don't need and getting an unfair advan- the part of colleges and universities."
Collins believes he is entitled to receiving
tage over their peers. As he became the president of the university, Westling set the uni- See Disabled, page 2

Columbia's foreign student Admin. works ~o
enrollment at all-time high ·level academic
By Rul Kaneya
Staff Writer

Despite the slowing flow of foreign students
attending U.S. colleges and universities in recent
years. Columbia College is attracting more internation·al students than ever before.
In a nationwide study conducted by the Institute
of International Education, Columbia ranked sixth
in foreign-student enrollment last year in the bachelor's institution category.
In the fall semester, Columbia accommodated
321 foreign students, which amounted to 4.4 percent of Columbia's total population. Foreign students accounted for 3.1 percent of the total enrollment in U.S. higher education last year.
The exact number of Columbia's foreign students for the spring semester is not yet available.
However, according to 'Gigi Posejpal, assistant dean
of international student affairs, roughly 80 new foreign students have enrolled for this semester.
Columbia's foreign-student population has been
expanding considerably for last I 0 years. " Seven or
eight years ago, there were maybe between 80 and
90 international students," Posejpal said. "Every
year we are getting mo re and more students."
The institute's annual report, "Open Doors
I 995-96," is based on a ·census of the foreign-stu-

dent population at 2,715 accredited U.S. colleges
and universities, 96 percent of which responded to
the institute's questionnaire.
The study divides schools into five categories:
research, doctoral, master's and bachelor's institutions and community college. Boston College led
all U.S. institutions in overall enrollment, with
4,532 foreign students- 15.6 percent of its population.
With 3,038 fo reign students, University of
Illino is at Urbana-Champaign ranked first in
Illinois, and II th in the nation.
Nine Asian countries dominated the top I 0 countries that sent the highest numbers of students to the
United States. Japan led all countries with 45,53 1
students for the second consecutive year, followed
by the Republic of Korea, which sent 36,23 1 students . .Thailand was placed third, sending 12, 165,
the biggest increase among the top I 0 countries.
Canada was the only non-Asian nation among
the top 10 countries, sending 23.005 students.
Posejpal said these similar figures also apply to
Columbia. "I would probably say the largest group
of students now will be from Korea, the second
largest will be Japan, the third would probably be
Thailand, the fourth will be from Taiwan and then

See Foreign, next page

playing field
By C huck Jordan
Copy Editor

Columbia's progressive open
admissions policy comes with
problems that are unique to many
institutions. The Admissio ns
Department views students at an
equal level when they enter, however their skills are at various
levels; the challenge is to get
everyone to the same level by the
time they graduate.
This fall administration began
a program to assess the skill level
of freshmen and transfer stu dents. They were given an
optional standardized test to
show the college where students '
strengths and weaknesses lay.
The testing was done because,
unlike
many
institutions,
Columbia doesn't require incoming students to take the ACT,
making it difficult to measure

their skill levels. The test's goal
was to get a good overall picture
of where students were by getting
the best possible sample.
According to Academic Dean
Caroline Latta, the standardized
reading and math tests weren' t
given to label and punish the
weakest students. They were
given to help the administratio n
improve the advising and counseling students receive.
The 1,300-student sample was
used to research how academic
skill correlated with retention
and grades.
Institution research grouped
the students into four levels.

See Test, page 2
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Disabled

my
speech
problems."
Purdue
U n ivers ity's
Vision
Lab,
one of the
world 's leading support facilities for disabled
students, also uses the Dragon
Dictate among other numerous
software. "Dragon Dictate is a
fairly effective software," said
David Schleppenback, director o f
Vis ion Lab. "We have a Dragon
Dictate set up here, and people
are us ing it with a great success.
But, to get the full effect of it,
you want the full version 'of it,
I'm sure. But that's very expensive. It's like $ 12,000."
Schleppenback said that the
start-up vers ion has very limited
vocabulary and won't recognize
voices without training. The full
version has 90 percent o f recognition without any training- it
gets belter up to 95 to 96 percent
accuracy with training. The
vocabulary is much bigger, and
the students can customize the
dictionary for speci~li zed words
used in their academic field.
Responding to Collins' complaints, the department put more
memory into the computer that
run the Dragon Dictate. But, it
s till continued to use the
start-ups.
"Additional memory wasn' t
any good," said Collins. " I
. refused to use the start-up kit o f
Dragon Dictate beyond trying out
because it's not real program."
With a federal law preventing
him from talking about specific

Continued from page 1
beuer assistance than what he has
been given from Columbia so far.
He was born missing both
hands and the right foot. His left
foot was descri bed as "club foot,"
a condition in which toes and the
foot bone grows improperly, like
a shape of a fi st. It was amputat·
ed when he was 4-years-old. His
eyes are close s ighted and stra·
bi smic- a conditi on in which
both eyes cannot be s imultaneous ly focused on an o bject
because or imbalance of the eye
muscles.
In 1994, as he was about to
take a computer class. Collins
went to academ ic computing
department to explain his needs
for the first time.
To help his type faster on the
computer, the department purchased a voice-activated software
called Dragon Dictate-the
start-up edition. By using this
software, the students will be
able to "type" up to I00 words
per minute.
"Basically, I put the headset
on and I talk to the liule microphone. And it translates my voice
and my words into the computer," said Collins. "I had used it
regularly when Columbia first
got Dragon Dictate. But they
only had a start-up versio n. I had
to teach it over and over again
when it should be remembering
words I said and picking up with

student's situation, Jones could
not comment o n Collins' case.
But he said that, in general, the
need of the student doesn' t necessarily have to be met by the
state-of-the-art technology.
"Colleges or universities have
to provide the available technologies, which will meet the students' need and will not impose
the burden on the colleges and
universities," said Jo nes.
'The need just has to be met
by the reasonable accommoda·
lion. So .there might be an
instance where a student requests
a certain technology, and colleges
and universities provide something less than that particular
technology, but s till meet student's need."
In December, Collins received
a leiter from Jones, stating that
the college intends to upgrade the
software for the usc of the entire
College community in the near
future.
The letter also noted that
Collins' request does not appear
to be applicable to the ADA.
The conclusion was based on
two reasons: Collins refused to
use the software; and, even without the software, he chose "to
operate the computer manually
and without significant difficulty," the leiter sai!l.
Collins acknowledged that he
is comfortable with the compul·
ers, but he disputed the college's
assumption that he requires no
supporting technology. Without
help from his girlfriend, he said,
just keeping up with the classes
would even be difficult.

"Why should I have an Undue
hardship of having get my homowork done at half of the speed
other people are able to do?'' he
said. "And I was doing less wilb
the software."
Collins concedes that he did
not inform Jo nes of his conditions and needs as he was asked
in the letter. But he said that he
had continuously told his problems to Peter Thompson, associate academic dean for faculty
techno logy s upport, and other
facu lty members at the academic
computing department until he
was finally g iven a chance to
speak at the meeting.
Thompson declined to comment for the story.
Janet Talbot, director of academic advising, said Collins
expressed his needs very eloquently at the meeti ng. 'The
committee w ill reconvene to discuss the further 11eeds of our disabled population and the col- .
lege's commitment to assisting
them," she said .
"I was pleased that they invited me to speak at the committee
meeting," said Collins.
"The advantaged students
have is that every single teacher
is genuinely concern for those
students. I've actually had some
teachers who did above and
beyond of what I would ever
hope they would do. That makes
me feel very good," he said.
But he added: "Given the circumstances, I think they have
tried to do everything they could.
But they have been talking about
this for the last two years."

Tests spur improvement in
ecucation of incoming students
Continued from page 1
The results found that math proficiency
was the greatest predictor of success at
Columbia. S tude nts with math scores
above the I~ grade level were more likely
to remain at Columbia and receive higher
grades than studen ts below that level.
Their are tentative plans to give incoming students the opportun ity to take a 45minute computerized test program this
summer. The individualized test would be
available on two dates and it would focus
on what the student knows instead of what
they don't know. Students would get an
• immediate profile of their skills.
Incoming students would be able to
schedule courses around what they need to
improve.
"[We want to) encourage the entering
students to take a diagnostic test that is
user friendly," said Latta. " It would give
them a clearer picture of what they need to
work on to succeed. We want to help students assess their needs."
Latta encourages s tudents to get help in
the areas needed.
Departments are planning to hold tutorials. For example, students can take a
class or tuto rial in math or reading if the
diagnostic 'test finds that the student needs
help.
· Adminis tratio n wants students to
improve their math, reading and writing
sk ill s citing the fact that those things will
be needed throughout their lives even if
they have nothing to do with their area of
study.
Starting this fall , new students will be
requ ired to take a basic math c lass to graduate.
Latta also said that she hoped to incorpo rate more reading into class curricullum.
"[ We'd like ! a co llege-wide e ffo rt of
everyone saying, 'we. need students writ·
ing in our c lass and reading in our class, " '
said La tta. "This can be done without tak·
ing away content"
Garnell Ki lherg-Cohen, acti ng English
chair strongly reccomrnends a reading
comprehension course for s tudents who
want to improve their readi ng. The course
would help students work on reading in
other classes. And if the student can' ttukc
the class Kitherg-Cuhen s uggests tutoring
in the Writing Ccutcr.
Kitherg-Cohen suid thut Columhiu wns
in the urocess of hiriu~ a full-time re udin~

specialist, who would work with students
and give them strategies to approach their
reading assignments.
The English Department is working
with instructors to improve writing and
reading in all classes.
Latta said that she felt the relationship
between success at Columbia and math
proficiency was logical. Students who had
advanced math classes in high school are
more likely to have taken classes that challenge them to think critically. Moreover,
high math scores show that students were
probably o n a college preparatory track in
high school.
However, Latta is aware of the shortcomings of using standardized tests at an
arts school.
"If you use standardized measures, you
wouldn 't be able to compare Columbia
students with those at a technical school,"
said Latta.
Latta also encourages students to talk to
their advisors when they feel they need
help.
Latta said that administration is sti ll in
the process of evaluating the Sy lvan program to decide if they want to continue it
in the fall . Fifty students are taking part in
Sy lvan's 13-week program this spring .
Their progress is being closely monitored
by Columbia.
Freshmen Sem inar was set up to
address the needs of incoming s tudents. It
provides a small· classroom setting where
students can familiarize themselves with
the school and college life in general.
Latta said that she was very happy with
Fres hmen Seminar. She said that s he
hopes to expand the optional program to
make it a required course for freshmen.
Administration als o hopes to add collaborative learning, which con nects two
courses together. According to Lalla holding two classes with the same s tudents
would allo w them to get to know each
other which is a difficult tusk at a commuter school.
More programs could be added to help
students.
"We 're trying to find strulegies to leve l
the pl aying fi eld ," said Lullu.

Foreign students
Continued from page 1
you have rest of the countries," she said.
A record-setting 453 ,787 foreign · students- 1, 150 mo_re than in the pre vious
year-were enrolled in U.S . institutions last year,
according to the report.
However, the numbers of Students coming to
the United States have grown minimally in the
last few years, or even declined in some cases.
According to the United Nations Education,
Scientific and Cultural Organization, the United
States attracts about 32 percent of students worldwide who pursue their post-secondary education
outs ide their home countries. It is estimated that
roughly 1.3 million stude nts are studying abroad.
In the early 1980s, about 40 percent of the
international-stude nt population came to the
U nited States.
Though the number still seems very high,
some educators around the country are becoming
concerned .
Se_veral countries have stepped up their
recruotment efforts to compete with the United
States for top internat io nal students.
One of the main reasons for the new competitio n is the eco nomical benefit. Foreign students
spend more tha_n $7 billion annually while studyong rn the Unoted States. The tuition and fees
alone amounts to $3 billion.
The Department of Commerce ranks U.S.
hi gh~r education as the fifth largest "exporter" of
scrvoccs on the co untry.
Supporters of international education sny that
it is essential for cducutors to understand the
importance and benefit s o f havi ng international
students in their c lasses. And. in o rder to reverse
the current trend, it is important to create the environment where prospective students cnn feel that
they urc welcome.
Poscjpnl snid thtll Columhin has done n good
joh crenting thut onvironment. "Fuculty hnvc real·
ly dono n grent job," she suid. "Every single day
cveryhody is lcnrn ing something nuw. I think they
hoiVe hccomc moru nnd moru nwnrc o f dltlurent
ki nds o f cultural sty lu."
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Muslims make the holy trek
ByArjumand Hashmi
Stoff Writer
Millions and millions of people
from every comer of the world are cur.rently taking part in an epoch-making
journey. This is a sacred journey which
takes place in one of the holiest places
in the world. It is a revered journey
which every individual who desires to
be spiritually uplifted strives to attend
at least once in their life time.
For Muslims all across the world,
the hajj Pilgrimage to Mecca is the
highlight of their life. The hajj experienced is referred to as a rebirth of a
Muslim. A Muslim endeavors to making the Pilgrimage, according to
Islamic beliefs this is where Muslims
are close to God. Muslims look upon
this journey as a dynamic opportunity
to redeem themselves in the eyes of
God.
"It's a breathtaking experience,"
said Zuhair Ahmad, senior. "When you.
are at Hajj, you feel close to God and
emotionally purified."
In the Islamic faith there are five
pillars: faith, prayers, obligation to the
less fortunate (zakat is the Arabic
word), fasting in the month of
Ramadan and Hajj. Muslims base their
lifestyle on these five pillars; there is
equal significance in each. When a
Muslim performs hajj , it is considered
to be the renewal of their souls. The
last prophet, Muhammad, is quoted as

saying, "hajj cleanses the soul like
smelting cleanses precious metals of
their impurities."
Due to the great implication of
blessings in hajj, Muslims look upon
this journey as a turning point in their
lives. In Islam, Muslims who are financially capable of performing Hajj are to
do so at some point in their life.
"When I can afford to go to hajj, I
definitely want to go, it's a beautiful

thing to see all your brothers and sisters together living in one with Allah,"
said David Saleeh, junior.
Many hajj experts and researchers
say that hajj also symbolizes a strong
aspect of Islam. Hajj is an event which
brings together Muslims from all
walks of life. Race, color and financial
status are overlooked; when Muslims

come together to perform hajj they are
standing on their own in front of God.
"All the different races signifies to
me it shows to me how much those
people Jove their religion, that they are
traveling to a place thousands and
thousands of mile away. It also shows
their strong faith and religious commitment," said Ahmad.
In performing hajj. everybody
attending participates in certain rituals
at certain points. The activities last
for six days, when Muslims go to different historically significant sites
and praise their Lord, perform certai n
prayers and offer invocations.
" It's incredible to see everyone
going to these places where Muslims
have been going to for centuries to
perform hajj. This is unity; they are
all one and have no distinctions
among them. This is the way we
should be living in our communities,"
said Saleeh.
Once Muslims have participated
and completed all the obligatory
steps in successfully completing the
hajj , they return to every comer of the
world. Then again next year, Muslims
will make their voyage at the same
time to the same place.
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Tuesday, April 22
Fashion Show

1.:30 p.m.

Chicago Hilton & Towers Grand Ballroom
720 South Michigan Avenue

$10
Interdisciplinary Exhibition 5-6 p.m.
Hokin Annex, 623 South Wabash

Reception 6-7 p.m.
Fashion Show 7-8 p.m.
Chicago Hilton & Towers Grand Ballroom
720 South Michigan Avenue

$40
Call for reservations
31 2-663-1600, ext. 56 51

How's
Your
Steak?
With
John Henry Biederman

Your dress turns me off
A friend of mine started a new job recently and told
me all about her first day. Filling out the W-2s, learning about their computer system, studying the sexual
harassment policy...
Ah, the '90s! We have Jaws against injustices now,
right? Things are looking up, right? Yes. And no.
Sure, there are now legal and corporate remedies
for things like racism and sexual harassment. But
they're subject to the same games that cops and robbers have played throughout history-as the invention
of a new lock is followed by the invention of a new
Jock pick, the KKK is now wearing three-piece suits.
My friend read me one of the harassment policy's
no-no's-<omplimenting a woman's skirt.
Sexual harassment is an ink stain on the pages o
human history, but this kind of hysterical over-reaction
only makes matters worse. When you pave the way for
questionable harassment allegations you're accomplishing the same thing as frivolous cries of racism:
providing ammo for the real perpetrators.
"D' ya see that newspaper story 'bout blacks cry in'
racism just 'cause we torched their church, Jethro?"
"Billy Bob, they's just complainin' about everything. ' Member when they said last year that servin '
barbeque at the fair was racist?... "
"Oh, an ' d'ya see that other story 'bout the county
worker who says showing pornos at work is sex ual
harassment?"
"But 'member, some fem'nist said the same thing
last year when I said she had a purty dress. Ain't no
such thing as discrim' nations."
Top-of-the-rung corporate types have an uncanny
proclivity toward hiring underlings for carnal motives.
Marital status (of either party) is irrelevant-there 's an
understood equation of dirty deeds equaling salary
increases. If the secretary doesn' t understand this, ol'
power pants uses subtle means to push it. Maybe he
leaves copies of Swank in her "to do" fi le. Or he
sketches guesstimate pictures of her naked.
No matter how diverse the work force has become,
the top positions are still filled mostly by white males
from families that have ruled businesses for generations. These guys have important traditions to uphold,
like s uccess, yacht club membership and sexual
harassment.
Enter the'90s. So they reinvent sexual harassment
to their liking.
"Sexual harassment can be anything from complimenting clothing to mentioning Barbie. We need complicated policies so that people realize we' re not acting
any differently than anybody else. Anybody can accidentally harass."
Companies need harassment policies- it cannot be
tolerated and systems are needed to prevent it and punish its perpetrators. Yet there's no need to foster a
"witch hunt" atmosphere, frightening those who are
careful by nature while, let's face it, not deterring the
societal pond scum that simply become sneakier.
I sincerely believe that most people know enough to
avoid committing harassment-they get the hint, even
if it takes a while. I also believe that the majority o
harassers know what harassment is, too--but they get
off on it and, more importantly, get away with it.
Complimenting someone's skirt could be sexual
harassment-depending on how's it 's done. Then
again, the most graphic sexual joke may not-depending on who's telling it to whom.
Admitting that we're all individuals, however, is
anathema to the water-cooler worms. That would force
a serious look at sexual harassment.
The saddest part of this whole equation? It's easy to
blow the whistle on someone who genuinely compliments your taste in clothing or exercises poor judgment in humor.
But I' ve known women who were seriously
harassed- had their boss drop his pants or corner them
into witnessing his Internet porn searches. And it's
really difficult and embarrassing for a woman to come
forward with those kinds of stories. We, as a society,
need to focus on providing whatever support systems
are necessary to make that process easier.
Or we can conti nue making it easier to cry wolf.
"Ya know Jethro? Come to think of it, I don 't hear
too much about women being seriously harassed. All 's
I ever hear about is someone tellin' the wrong joke."
Hats off to corporate America. Sorry-that should
be pants off.

Attelllion: My previous e-mail address is history-/
never was able to check the e-mai/s I received there.
Long story-never go through Concentric. My new,
L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J working address: kdolphin@xsite.net.
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Final Exam Question
The Collect Call
Whafs the only number to use for all your
collect calls that could instantly win you
cool stuff Oite classy Ray-Ban®
sunglasses
and Oxygen®
in-iine skates)
every hourt every day?
a) nope
b) nope
c) nope

d) 1800 CALL ATT
e) go back one
APR 2 - ISU
COLUMBIA COI.I.fGe U

•-a~an

All

• • • For All Calls

BRAh ,

•
ATaT

The one number to know

for all your collect calls.
No purchas.e necessary. Must be~ legAl US res~Mnt ~ 13 orokfef. Ylhwill be acc~ed and 316 wii'IMfl will be ~ted randomly be~ 4/ 14/97 (noon EST)
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No Exit
By john Henry Biederman
Editor-in-Ch~!

Al::Dut this

.

ser1es

Located at 7001 N. Glenwood Ave., the No
Exit coffeehouse has one of the longest live
poetry histories in the city, with sporadic events
since its opening in Evanston in 1958 before
moving to this location in 1967. Nonetheless,
Michael O'Toole, host of the "In One Ear" openmic that happens every Wednesday at 9-10:30
p.m. for $1, doesn' t necessarily consider it a part
of the scene.
O'Toole has been the MC since "In One Ear"
began in 1988. As a coffeehouse, its lack of
liquor has kept many poets from including it in
their regular circuit-for some reason, booze
and Windy City verse are inexorably linked. So
No Exit has its own signature crowd with a few
scene regulars thrown in on occasion. And while
"In One Ear" attracts readers anywhere from 21
to over 60 in age, a sizable number of the
patrons are underage students from Loyola, only
an El stop away, or high schools.
The crowd can get rowdy over a good performance, but at the same time it's an especially
courteous venue. O'Toole has a, 5-minute rule
for reading lengths, although few have seen him
,
have to enforce it.
t
O'Toole is the only host on the scene now
who is not a poet, or even a writer, himself. He's
an actor and musician who, although he has a
deep resonant voice and a rather sharp wit, mostly moves the event along and keeps to a s light
presence.
"I've had to do very little to keep this going,"
O'Toole said. "Once in a while you get a jerk,
you let them know they' re a jerk and they go
away. Or maybe you convert 'em to a human
being."
Although he has mostly had the benefit of
avoiding the problems more common to a tavern
setting, this is still the Chicago Poetry Scene.
Anything can, and does, happen.
"One night, one of the local trouble makers
came in wearing a toga," O' Toole explained. "I
was leery, but what can you do? So !let him read
and he starts getting crazy, yelling and threatening to do things. I run up to the stage to get
things under control and, when I look up, first
thing I notice is his tog~own by his feet."
It wasn't exactly O'Toole's plan, in the beginning, to deal with poets and the occasional naked
reader.
"After the Green Mill started, the owners said
we should do something like that here," O'Toole
said. "I said, 'That's going to be boring. Let's do
theater and an improv group and .. .' I blew my
mouth off, so they said, 'Well, you do it.'''"
For a reluctant beginning, O'Toole became a
dedicated host, missing only "six or seven"
nights in almost 8 years. While still open to various forms, "In One Ear" is now primarily poetry, but it is always followed by coinedy improv,
presently by the troupe Bang-Bang, at 10:30
p.m.
The venue is fairly small and seems even
more so when the house is packed-as it is more
often than not. One could s~nd hours sizing up
the quaint decor here, wtth everything from
stuffed armadillos and bear heads to elaborate
stei ns, antique book shelves and leafy plants lining the room. Be forewarned: The large percentage of patrons who smoke here leaves a ncarpermanent cigarette cloud across the room.
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auarl~e, at a ~t
neisc:o •·
, Mare
inventor of the slam
d boSt ;¢ the Gnen Mill, felt as if the spettators-Beats includedwere ~ng a me~gimmicli;; .·
,,
, "A lot or the Rmn · the Beat Gmeration were in tile first row sit·
ting d!e~· 'Oby,
With ih."e';'~ thct\1'uS what it's all abou~~~·
mith ~~. ''8y the
we wen1 done, they were a~~klng to publish 0\11'
poems.
''1 told ' em no."
At the Green Mill, it's no aecident that snilpping lingers-a positive
reaction tor tile Beat Generation--contradicts its previous role to cqn·
note dislike tor a poem. Its more of a slap in the tace to history, more o
a "this is something completely new" shout than a serious grudge against
the Beat Generation, but a contntdictivn nonetheless.
And at the same time, venues like No Exit remind the scene that the
Beat Gen.e ration played some part in shaping today'~ scene: Actually, the
aura in No E;xit ree~ or the 'Beat Generation.
Just as the coffeehouse is reminiscent of readings in the past- there's
a lot of poetic llistor:y in this place-so is the poetry. The younger verse
reminds older poets of their early verse-often depressing, angst-ridden
and self-indulgent. x·
·
Sure, some ot the poetry is immature. Then again, much of the poetry
on the scene is too mature. (I was once told that when you start writing
beyond yolli'Self- about the homeless, problems or the world. etc.you've matured as a writer. Phooey.)
It's ~~hing bear some heartfelt, genuine verse, eveo if it's often
somewHat gl:\!en. ''Mltturity'' eab, have loathsome dfetb on poets, any·
e
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Free music festival lines up diverse sets
Wondering where you can go for cheap entertainment this summer? Here's one answer: The Grant Park Music
Festival's 1997 season is cooking up an eclectic mix of troupes with an international flare that will be a sure treat.
1997 Grant Park Music Festival scheduh
Opening Night
June 21 - Russian baritone Dmitri Hvorostovksy, conductor Alessandro Siciliani and the Grant Park Symphony
Orchestra and Chorus.

Grant Park Classics
Combining some of the most beloved music in the
classical repertoire with the most romantic setting in
Chicago.
June 22-Choral Spectacular
July 19 and 20-The Sounds of Summer
July 30 and August !- Midsummer Mendelssohn
August 2 and 3-Schubert's Ninth
August 6 and 8-Music from 200 1- A Space Odyssey
August 9 and 10-Tchaikovsky's Fourth
August 13- 15-Stravinsky's " Persephone"
August 16 and 17-Musical Travels
August 20 and 22-100 Years of Korngold
August 23 and 24-The World's Greatest Symphony
By Claudia Rivera

enjoy the 63rd season of beautiful music under the
stars," said Forrest Claypool, Chicago Park District
General Superintendent. "We are especially pleased to
With the warmer months approaching, some of this have the world-renowned conductor Hugh Wolff with
year 's summer events in Chicago are all lined up. us as principal conductor for one final year."
These events include the nation's only free, municipalSince 1994, Wolff has served as principal conductor
ly- funded, outdoor classical music series, The Grant of The C hicago Park District's Grant Park Music
Park Music Festi val.
Festival. He is an American conductor who has earned
The Festi val offers unlimited access to top-quality a distinguished international reputation for his superb
symphonic concerts in one of the country's most dis- command of a broad repertoire. Since his professional
tinctive outdoor urban settings. The ten-week 1997 conducting debut in 1970, Wolff has led virtually every
season opens June 2 1 and runs
major American orchestra,
through Aug. 24. Forty perforincluding those of Boston,
mances are lined up, including
C hicago, Los Angeles, New
the critica,lly acclaimed perforYork and San Francisco, as well
mances of The Grant Park
as orc hestras in Europe,
Symphony Orchestra with prinAustralia and Japan.
cipal conductor Hugh Wolff,
The closing weekend conThe Grant Park Symphony
certs feature an all-Beethoven
Chorus with director Michael
program and will be a farewell
Cullen and The Chicago Jazz
salute to Hugh Wolff, who will
Ensemble in residence at
begin his three-year tenure as
Columbia College with conducchief conductor of the prestitor William Russo.
gious
Frankfurt
Radio
Fo unded by the C hi cago
Symphony Orchestfa in the fall
Park Distric t in 1935, the
of 1997.
Festival this season opens with an evening of operatic
'The Grant Park Music Festival is about making
and international favorites, such as Russian baritone symphonic music accessible to everyone and we are
Dmi tri Hvorostovsky and conductor A lessandro tremendously proud that our progTamming attracts a
Siciliani. Other highlights of the ten-week season wide cross section of the community," said James W.
incl ude Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra conductor Palermo, Artistic and General Director of the Festival.
Jesus Lopez-Cobos, violinist and conductor Joseph
All performances are free and most are scheduled
S1verstem, the Chilean folk group Inti-IIIimani, an Wednesday through Sunday evenings at the Petrillo
Afropop concert featuring Baaba Maal and the return Music Shell located on Jackson and Columbus Dr., as
of pop legend Doc Severi nsen and conduc tor well as two performances at the Navy Pier Skyline
Maximiano Valdes.
Stage on June 27 and 28. For further concert or mem"The Park District is thrilled to bri ng these talented bership information, call the 24-ho ur automated
mu sicians to Grant Park and invites all Chicagoans to Festival hotline at 3 12-742-4763.
Staff Writer

Baroque and Beyond
June 28-0rchestral Fireworks
July tO-Music of the Mexican Baroque
July II and 13-Vivaldi's 'The Four Seasons"

The Latin Series
Celebrating all of Chicago's Latino communities.
July tO-Mexican Baroque
July 25-lnti-IIIimani
July 31-Mariachi Cobre

Grant Park Pops
June 27-Movie Blockbusters from the Golden Age
of Hollywood
July 12-Trumpet Legend Doc Severinsen
July 24-Cotumbia College's C hicago Jazz Ensemble

Grant Park Presents!
A unique and diverse selection of independent artists
and progTamming.
August 7----{::hicago Sister Cities International
August 14-Jazz Flute Night
August 2 1- Baaba Maal

Family Fest
This series offers musical adventures for the entire
family.
June 2fr-Peter and the Wolf
July 17----{::hicago Youth Symphony Orchestra
July 23-Side-by-Side concert featuring the Chicago
Youth Symphony Orchestra sharing the stage with the
Grant Park Symphony Orchestra
August 12- 14-Haydn Youth String Orchestra from
the Netherlands

••AU programs, series 111111 GTtbu tDY 1ubject to
clumge.

Spring break-or Spring bust1
By Arju ma nd Hashmi
Staff Writer
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Standing Albf1 199Jour
beliefs .:oLUMBIACO~GEUBRAR'r
Dave Oliver
Slavery is an embarrassing stain that will never quite
be removed frosn the fabric of this nation. ·The hypocrisy
of a nation founded on the ideals of "liberty and justice for
all" while savoring the fruits of African slave labor is
appalling. The sins of our forefathers regarding slavery
have been revealed more extensively as of late, generating
a great deal of harsh criticism. The images of these perceived great men who fought for the moral cause of freedom and spoke of inalienable rights are forever tarnished
by their condoning of thi s crime. How could these men,
men whose names adorn our cities, streets and schools,
have been so blind? Why wasn't there a more vehement
outcry against such an unabashed display of inhumanity?
How could these church-going moralists have refused to
publicly condemn the practice of slavery? What propelled
them to completely ignore mention of the practice in the
constitution they were devising?
An interesting article by David Aikman in a recent
issue of The American Spectator inadvertently answers
these questions. However, Mr. Aikman 's article is not
about Washington nor Jefferson- it is about Farrakhan.
Nation of Islam leader Minister Louis Farrakhan, while
courting some of our nation's most unscrupulous enemies
like Iraq, Iran and Libya last March, also made a stop in
the African nation of Sudan. What is interesting about Mr.
Farrakhan 's cordial embrace of government officials in
this African nation are the documented reports by the
United Nations, Amnesty International, Human Rights
Watch Africa and various religious groups that reveal the
practice of slavery is alive and well in Sudan.
While in Sudan, Farrakhan publicly denied slavery
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existed there. When asked by a reporter how he could support a government that engaged in slavery, he angrily
shook his finger at the reporter and spouted "Why don't
you go look inside the Sudan ...and then tell the American
people what you have found".
"Dateline NBC" and the Baltimore Sun were fi rst to
rise to Farrakhan's challenge. A report on "Dateline
NBC" broadcast interviews with escaped slaves who displayed the physical scars they received during their captivity. The crew from the Sun, incognito, actually purchased slaves, (whom they returned to their families), for
$ 15 each. The accounts these women and children told
these reporters were. shocking. They spoke of genital
mutilation, being left in the scorching desert sun for days
without water, ruthless beatings and other forms of physical torture. They also described what was known as the
"insect treatment" which consisted of shoving small
insects into the slave's ears and sealing them shut with
wax driving the slave to literal insanity. This was only
used on the really bad slaves however.
Mr. Farrakhan's response? "The Baltimore Sun is a
Zionist, Jewish daily... Don't let the Zionists get away
with damn lies."
Soon the Boston Phoenix , the London Times, a
German television station and other sources started digging up evidence of chattel slavery in Sudan as well.
Witnesses at a Capitol Hill hearing last March also gave
testimony regarding slave raids, rape and torture carried
out by the Sudanese sponsored PDF (Popular Defense
Force) in small villages in the Nuba ·mountains. At a
National Press Club meeting last December the topic of
African slavery again was brought up. During the discussion, three separate individuals, including a former
Sudanese cabinet minister, revealed that Farrakhan was in
fact well aware of slavery in Sudan. Each one of these
indi viduals gave detai ls of separate conversations they
had with Farrakhan on the subject in private.
However Mr. Farrakhan is not alone in his public state

of denial. Civi l rights activist Charles Jacobs who
marched with Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. in the 1960s was
shocked when he became aware of the abhorrent acts
being committed against these African people in Sudan.
However, even more shocking to Mr. Jacobs was the cool
response he received from other prominent African
American organizations when he sought their support for
a public protest.
The NAACP, the Congressional Black Caucus and the
Southern Christian Leadership Conference, though admittedly aware of African slavery, all declined Jacobs'
request to speak publicly on the subj ect. Jacobs also
claims he sent three separate packages of information on
the subject t9 Jesse Jackson at Operation PUSH headquarters in Chicago. PUSH representatives say they never
received any information. However, when Jacobs sent a
fourth envelope requiring a signature upon receipt, it was
returned to him unopened.
The unoffici al reason behind this "sec no evil, hear no
evil" stance by these civil rights zealots is apparently the
hoards of Arab money that help fund their domestic agendas; hauntingly simi lar to the way the money of wealthy
southern plantation owners helped fund the plight of the
American revolutionaries. Once again, the almighty dollar
is flaunting its sinister ability to seduce and affect one's
moral attitudes.
Slavery is the Genesis of the racial disharmony these
leaders work so diligently to correct. For them to turn
their collective heads as these people, people who share
their same African heritage, are bei ng turned into a tortured commodity is as perplexing as it is disturbing.
However, other c ivi l rights groups with less to lose are
starting to bring this issue to the public's attention with
accelerated passion. Public outrage will surely escalate as
more people become aware of this issue.
Mr. Farrakhan, you' re goi ng to have some serious
'splaining to do.

r----------------------------------------------------------------,

lNext week on The C~~onicle Opinion Pages, Lynne Snyder will take

:
.
a look at the use of He~p in America.
: Also, an indepth commentary by brewmeister Wilfred Brandt on
.beer and how it brings people .together. .
: Plus, read Shoots..and Letters for the latest in the growing debate
on why men are·iert·ks, there's··bound to be morel
·:

l:
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"All the nuts that are unfit to print elsewhere!"
This page rated SH--the discretion of a sense of humor is required. The opinions represented herein are not those of the colkge, Journalism DepaTtmenl, ChrOftkk or, in
som e cases, anybody in their right mind.
When sending correspondence to the Shoots And Letters Department, pkase also include your name and phone number for verification purposes. You can "write" us in
the following ways: Mail: c/o Columbia College Chicago Chronick, 623 S . Wabash Ave., Chkago, IL 60605; FAX: (312) 427-3920; e-mail: Chron96@ interacceu.co"';
Web page m essage board: http://wwwS.interaccess.com/chronkk. We reserve the
to ediJ aU submissions for kngth and clllritJ.

Nuts for
nitpicking
I have been hesitant to write a Jetter to
the Chronicle because of the rude, unnecessary replies your letters receive.
However, I really couldn 't care Jess how
you choose to respond to this Jetter
because now I know not to expect anything more than vulgarity. A question: Did
your copy editors take a vacation during
the April I 4th issue? I may not be a professional copy editor but I couldn't help
but notice all the errors. I have enclosed a
paper on which I have pointed out some of
the mistakes. Although some are a matter
of style, most are quite noticeable errors.
I'm not really surprised to see such blatant
errors, though, considering the usual quality of this paper. Hope your staff returns
soon ! (How else can you put out the quality publication you norrnally do?!)
Mitzie Martinez
Broadcast Journalism Major
P.S. Won any awards late ly?
Mitzle: We really are glad you pointed
this out to us. The Editors were
depressed, just sitting around, smoking
and drinking heavily (coffee) and when
we received your letter, It was decided
that- didn't need counseling. Your let·
tw even saved one copy editor from
jumping off the building, since he was so
depressed from the awful job we do. Your
letter Inspired them to go on living and
strive for a perfect paper. Hope you k..p
reading and saving Innocent llves!-fds.

Jerkin'
around

jerks

I would like to take this opportunity to
invite Harlin S. Neal , the coward who
refused to leave his name, and anyone else
who cannot read, to earn a $300 credit
towards tuitio n by going to Sylvan
Learning Center (provided, of course, that
this is not his last semester). In her March
17 column, Merna Ayi DID NOT say that
all men are jerks, just "so many that they
make even the few good guys look bad."

No sane woman really believes that all
men are jerks, anyway. The point is, if the
shoe doesn' t fit, you CAN'T wear it.
Maybe when you go over to Sylvan, you
can take the column with you for tutoring
purposes.
Tasha Lynerte Clopton
Ms. Clopton-Who are you to speak for all
sane women~ds .

Uh-oh
In response to Carrie L . Nelson's latest
letter, I have just one thi ng to say: Can I
get her phone number?!?
Lawrence Benedetto,
Broadcast Journalism Major
Via e-mail
Mr. Benedetto: We do not have Ms.
Nelson's phone number. If we did, we
sure as hell wouldn't give It to you. You,
are a sick, sick man, Mr. Benedetto. You
may want to see a therapist to deal with
this masochist urges to date women like
Carrie Nelson.-fds.

All this Carrie
is gettin' scary
My, my, my. Where have I heard this
before?
I must admit...for someone who is so
into the ills of society, and for someone
who is so quick to blame men for the
world's problems, Carrie Nelson does
have some twisted kind of mentality. The
remarks she e-mailed to you in the April
14th edition are the kinds of statement that
cause women's groups and such to forrn. I
will NOT deny that men over the centuries
have caused women unjustifiable grief.
But, for her, like another columnist with
your paper, to stereotype every, or in this
case, "most" men the way she did was not
right.
I wonder if this lady is as quick to look
at herself and her character flaws as she is
trying to stuff most men into the lO items
she listed? I wonder if she is willing to
learn that character in a man is a major
asset? I wonder if she's willing to realize,
and act upon, the fact that unlike what a lot

of "jerk" men are doing, there are men
who are willing to pay child support for
their babies, not rape women and children,
and respect women. I admit, having high
standards for yourself is a good idea. But,
she stepped "over the li ne" when she tried
to generalize most men within truly
degrading categories.
Carrie, as a man,[ would like to suggest
the following:
A) Instead of trying to find the right
man , be the right woman, and the right
man will come to you.
B) Do n't talk as if every problem in the
world is because of a man. Believe it or
not, women are part of the problems
involving pollution, disrespect and many
of the social ills that feminist groups
would like to say are all men's faults.
C) Men DO NOT LIKE a woman who
is so into being "independent" that she
steps on whoever comes her way. I'm not
saying you are, but by the impression you
made in your letter, you sent a bad sign of
yourself to those of us who would like to
treat women properly.
D) Despite the social ills, there are
changes that are being made. There are
men who are wanting to be better fathers,
husbands and boyfriends. What scares us
is that we feel turned away from you when
you put on your "independent" act. Not
that we want you to lean on us to survive.
There's a difference between being
independent to do well for yourself and
being independent to "step on men." You
complained that men treating women
badly is what makes us jerks. Don't add
fuel to your fire by trying to make all of us
like the one's you listed. Fighting fire with
fire only bums all of us.
Carrie, believe it or not, there are men
who are taking responsibilities for their
actions and attitudes. There are men who
want to be better than those before us. Do
me a favor, and stop stereotyping us
because of what's happened to the world
and/or you. Sometimes being "strong" can
be your biggest weakness.
Your wait for "Prince Respectful" will
be a long one if your anger towards men in
the world keeps you in this mentality.
Harlin S. Neal
Via online forum
Mr. Neal: Congratulations! In barraging
the Shoots and t...tters Department with
your letters regularly, you have joined an
elite crewl You're In the same clau

as...well, Carrie Nelson, now. Ugh. Feel
like you need aiiOthet lhaww .,.t?-ld1.

Hmmm ...
YES, vampyres are everywhere, but
until you know us personally, we would
appreciate no more publicity from your
puny little rag of a paper.
/lithea
Vra online forum
Readers: See, th11 job Isn't all fun and
games. It can be quite frigtlt.nlng at
tlmes.-fds.

Hmmmmmm ...
Mr. Brandt,
In this month's [month's?] Chronicle I
noticed your article titled "Vampires
Everywhere." It was very comical I might
say, and very insulting. You know nothing
of the subject, and yet you write a story on
it. You call it a fashion statement, you lay
insults out in pri nt which you could not
back up with any true proof if there are any'
vampires going to Columbia. Yes, there
are some who use it as a fashion statement
But for some here,' it is a way of Ji(e.
are a small group but we do exsist. Our
love for the darkness of nightfall and the
sweet taste of blood longs through u,s jusi
as the blood flows through your body and
pumps through a still-beating heart. I make
no threats to you for it is not your fault that
you are uneducated on the subject But
being the understanding man that I am, I
will give you another chance to retract
your statements in your article. You may
print up an apology and put it in the next
issue. And I will grant you an interview
with me. I will explain to you what it is I
and others like me believe in. You want a
story to fascinate [SIC] ColuriJbia?????? I
will give it to you. I will tell you how you
may contact me later.

viJ'

Gabrial
Vra online forum

"GabrlaJ•: W. don't belleft you'N a _ .
plre. If you _ . Immortal, Y.OU'd haft
learned a lat more about .,.nina, punctuation and grammar than you or..tou.ly
haft. 1ut If you can 1N0ft you'N a _ .
plre, - may be ollie to dig up Carrie
Nel~an'• phone number _ . . . . , ...,Eds.

Watch out Ronald, Mom is more dangerous than the Hamburglar
Lisa Manna
stabbed people for Cabbage Patch Kids; fortunately in the '90s
I was in a McDonald's the other day and I couldn't help but over- these parents s imply steal cases of Beanies off trucks. In suburhear a very ticked off four-year-old screaming, "But
ban Milwaukee last week, somebody snatched two
I want Mango, I don't want the duck. Mango, Mango, . - - - - - - - - - - - - - . cases of Beanies off a shopping mall loading dock.
Mango."
In fact, truck Qrivers who deliver the Beanies now
say they're worried about being followed-either by
I hope they make
Now I don't know who or what "Mango" is, but I
Cheeseburger the Cow or aggressive shoppers or hijackers. "I was held at
can guess it is one of these beenie buddy, beanie
McN~gget the Chicken.
gunpoint for Beanies.•
baby things.
With sales lagging. McDonald's decided a few
Back to McDonald's. The ticked off four-year-old
weeks ago to beef (excuse the pun) them back up by
is now content holding the only Beanie this
jumping on the Beanie Baby bandwagon. In Happy Meals for the
McDonald's had left. Quacks the duck. She is still babbling about
next few weeks, kids (and adults) will f ind one of 10 different
where they are going to track down Mango. Wondering who this
Beanie Babies, only these are Teenie Beanies. Well of course
Mango is, I look to my own happy meal bag (yeah, so I bought one
demand for
t oo) only to find Mango isn't ltsted. Better luck next promotion,
the Teenie Beanies was incredible and last week McDonald's announc kid. However, she will be able to get Teenie Beanie Pinky the
ed they will cut the promotion short. Not enough Teenie Beanies to Flamingo and Speedy the Turtle. As I wrote this article mast
go around. Of course kids and parents are ticked and want Oakbro McDonald's in the city were running out of Beanies, so by the time
ok-based Ty to come up with more Beanies. According to
you read this don't bother lookin? for Pinky, Speedy or Mongo. If
McDonald's marketing execs, too bad, beanies are done. Ty can't
there is a next time for McBeentes, I hope they make
even keep up with r~ular Beanies let alone Teenie Beanies. Even
Cheeseburger the Cow or McNu!Wet the Chicken. So far these
worse, Beanie mania ts even causing crime. In the '80s parents
aren't avairable, but in the meanttme rd still like to figure out what
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Bob Chiarito

Jerry La Buy

It's time to be heard

How 'bout them Cubbies

Deciphering ADA

think the Cubs are o nto somefew months ago I alerted stuthing ingenious. I think they
dents to the fact that
arc attempting the most marColumbia has no student govketable publicity stunt in the modem
ernment. While most students were
sports era. Sure this won' t be easy
aware of the lack of student influence on
he Academic Disabilities Act of 1990 requires academic institutions to pro- with the other important events in
school policy, most seemed to believe
vide " reasonable accommodation" to disabled students so that they may sports lately, like the Bulls trying to
that there probably was indeed a student
benefit from the same educational opportunities as any other student. This, win 70 games in back-to-back seagovernment and that they probably didsons and Tiger becoming the
n't know about it because, like at first glance, would appear to be simple legislation.
p layer to win the Masters.
Columbia's administration, the group
When the realities of implementing this legislation are considered, however, real youngest
But the C ubs can top that and I think
didn't do anything.
situations can prove to be anything but simple (see Rui Kaneya's front-page story). I kno w how they plan on doing it. I
But like e-mail, student government
Much of the problem stems from the term "reasonable accommodation." But believe the Cubs should (and are
is an institution among most college's
while students nationwide have been filing suits against educational institutions- actually trying to) become the first
and universities, but not at Columbia
1be reasons for the void are vast. and forcing the courts to begin interpreting more detail into the law-the law is still team in Major League Baseball to
Columbia is mainly a commuter school relatively new. That translates into a rather fuzzy definition for "reasonable accom- lose every game in a season.
I'm not saying this was their origand many students aren't even here long modation."
inal plan at the season 's outset. They
enough after their classes to sneak a
Special
Needs
Student
Task
Force
Committee
for
holdWe
commend
Columbia's
probably
went onto the field opening
smoke on the stairwell. Also, the lack of
a "real" campus prohibits the formation ing a special meeting to discuss this issue on April 9, focusing mainly on technolo- day with the best of hopes for their
of a community atmosphere, which is gy he~e at the college. Colum~ia College Chicago, as the academic champion of season. But after those first losing
key to having a government But the dtvers1ty, should prov1de an example for fair implementation of the ADA-and this series o n the road they must have
realized that they didn ' t have a snowreal, often-silenced reason that there is meeting seems to indicate that we're willing to attempt just that.
ball 's chance in hell . So they decided
no student government is because
Solutions
to
the
interpretation
of
the
ADA
are
rather
complicated.
On
the
one
set a different kind of record and
to
President John Duff wants to keep his
patronizing old-boy network in effect. In hand, every student deserves the same education-and the same ease in acquiring maybe have some very profitable fun
Duff's thick head, he believes that the that education. On the other hand, accommodating disabled students through tech- with the rest of the season.
Think about it. If they lose every
formation of a student government will nology can be extremely expensive. This makes the crux of the question this: How
game they will set one o f the most
threaten his system, which is built on much do colleges have to do for " reasonable accommodation"?
unforgettable
and marketable records
clout rather than competence.
We cannot offer a blanket answer to this question, as the question has no blanket in sports history. They will be on the
Despite the fact that I told students
about the void and even encouraged answer. We do, however, tend to side with Dean Eric Collins (profi led briefly in covers of all the magazines a nd
them to riot, most didn't lift a finger, let Kaneya's story) in believing that the college, in his case, should at least acquire the newspapers in the cou ntry, if not the
alone a match.
full version of Dragon Dictate (the program which allows him to "type" on our com- world. They will also make appearLuckily, along with youth comes pute~s through voice ~ctivation). As Kaneya's story relates, the college has onl y ances on every TV talk show from
Conan O ' Brien to Oprah. This expoblind enthusiasm and optimism. That's
acqmred a starter versiOn of the program that Collins deems near useless. So, as it sure by the media would then make
right, a movement is underway to bring
students a fair voice, led by freshman stands, college resources have went toward something already, it might as well be them so recognized that they would
get more endorsement deals by losphotography major Jennifer W.rtz and updated into usefulness.
ing than they could probably ever get
junior Laura Palles.
Otherwise, though, we are happy with Collins' impression ihat the college is by
wi nning.
'Wirtz told ine that she believes " really going to try hard to improve things" and his assertion that our faculty has
If you don' t think America has a
Columbia's students can accomplish went out of its way to make his classes.
fascination
with over-exposed losers
many things by coming together and
Legitimate, genuine efforts are being made to follow the spirit of the ADA at I have two words for you, Bob Dole.
forming a student government. She also
After his presidential campai gn
told me that school officials told her that Columbia. And we applaud the committee for that.
ended in a humiliating defeat, the ad
they would "discuss it" if students
offers poured in wanting to market
showed interest In response, Wtrtz,
his status as a loser. The best examPalles and another friend have started a
ple of this is that Visa commercial
petition to form a student government
that aired during the Super Bowl.
They feel if they get half the students to
Here 's my pitch for a Chevy comsign it, about 4,000, the school will have
ial with the winless Cubs:
no choice but to at least hear them out.
ith the disparaging quality of life gap existing between the "haves" and merc
Various C ubs players, in other brands
Although Dean of Students Jean Lee
"have nots" in today's world, open admissions is a noble and challeng- of cars that aren' t Chevy's, could pull
denied promising anything, she conceding policy for an institution of higher learning to uphold. But with the into the player 's lot at Wrigley Field
ed that she was aware of the petition and
said the issue of student government disparity inherent in our public school systems, some students need help getting to as an announcer says, "What kind of
may come up at the next S.O.C. meeting, the college level that students from more affluent areas natural reach upon college people drive vehicles other than a
Chevy?" Then the players could look
which takes place Thursday April 24 on graduation.
and see Michael Jordan s miling as he
the third floor of the Wabash Building.
These facts have forced colleges like Columbia to seek ways to bring all its stu- drives by in his C hevy Blazer.
Despite many attempts, I was unable
dents
to
a
comparable
academic
level,
and
the
college
has
already
begun
to
enact
Announcer, "Oh, I don't know... "
to reach any other administration memThen they could show a shot of the
bers for comment It seems the seven- some measures toward that effect.
As Chuck Jordan's front-page story relates, new students entering next fall will be whole team at a Chevy car lot as a
day weekend is back in vogue with
says, "Do you guys want
Columbia's higher-ups.
given the option of taking math and reading diagnostic test intended to gauge math salesman
When I talked to Lee, she seemed to and reading _levels. For students who are not "up to par," classes in appropriate sub- these today ?" Then Sosa whispers to
Sandberg, "We've needed them since
be off-guard and kept assuring me that
areas wtll be suggested to help the students attain a level more appropriate for April." It would win an advertis ing
the school had no problem with the petiaward
for sure, with thelpossibilities
the
college
level.
tion, as if I thought the administration
Our only caution, at this level, concerns the tests. While this is obviously an bei ng e ndless!
was run by fascists. No, members of the
Some people are already cashing
administration may be a lot of things, but experimental program, at this point, we ask administration to be extra careful if tinfasc ists they're not. What they are kering with the "optional" nature of this testing occurs. We wouldn' t want to see a in. Harry Caray's dropped the price
on beer at his restaurant to try and
instead are spin-masters.
reworked version of the ACf and/or SAT at Columbia. We' re being extra, extra cau- make some money on thi s thing.
I've been around this place to know
Sure
he's selling them for 45 cents a
tious
at
this
point,
sure,
but
we
believe
this
caution
to
be
important.
that the only smooth aspect of the
But overall , the Chronicle feels that this is a step in the right direction-keeping piece, but think about how much
administration is its members abilities to
product he's got to be mo ving. He
sound sincere and concerned, while in open admissions while finding ways to give all students a good education to put
knows that the thing e verybody does
reality they could care less about the stu- them on the track to success.
when they watch the game in the first
dents, the reputation of the college and
place is have a Bud (or in my case
the welfare of its faculty. As long as the
six). Harry's realized that if the Cubs
tuition dollars keep flowing in, adminiskeep losing every game, the
tration will remain content
depressed fans will be drinking even
If you' re s ick of the way things are
more anyway. Holy (Cash) Cow!
done at Columbia, the time to act is now.
merica has long been called the melting pot of the world. Columbia can
By the time your eyes see this colW irtZ and Palles have taken the first step
now be thanked for adding to this di versity.
umn it will be at least Monday and
in what will no doubt be a long road.
the Cubs will have played the Mets
Now it's time for you to help them reach
As related in Rui Kaneya's page-two story, Columbia is attracting more interna- three times. Now if the Cubs can 't
the next level.
win at least one of those games, it
To help the WirtZ and Palles' effort, tional students than many big name universities across the country.
will only help my theory. If they do
petitions are available at the Hoki n
Rui is one of these students. He is from Japan and decided to study in America win by then. well just think about
Annex in the Wabash building and at the here at Columbia.
what could have been. Because it
Chronicle, located in room 802 of the
We at The Chronicle would like to congratulate the school on this.
was the only way they were going to
Wabash Building. Remember, those that
The school can take pride in the contributions of each culture to not only the col- get anyone to care what happens to
don't do anything now have no right to
them this season.
lege, but the city and country as a whole.
complain later.
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I'm sick of all this "love and relationships" stuff. I can't deal with this
anymore. It's not like it ever works out
anyway, right? And when it does work,
it works out for people whom most of
us would deem undeserving of the happiness love can bring.
You know who I'm talking about.
The women who· seek out destructi ve
relationships are never alone and are
always "in love" with one jerk or
another. Or the guys who go out with
woman after woman, jerking them
around. They eventually find some
sucker to take all that bulls -t and fall
in love with her. Leaving the rest of us
more cautious women and nice guys
alone and wanting somebody to love.
And why is it that all the nice guys I
know can't get a date- let alone get
laid- to save their lives? You know,
the guys who don' t hit, cheat, talk back
or leave. The ones who ·don't get all
claustrophobic two weeks into a relationship and are willing to treat you
with respect.
I can't tell you how many times we
have had guys pursue us endlessly,
making us feel obligated to "be" with
them only to have them tell us, two
weeks into it, that they need space.
First they beg us to spend all of our
free (and not so free) time with them,
then do things . like decide two hours
before a scheduled date to spend quality time with the ir pals. But we ' re
expected to d rop our friends (we do
this way too much for boyfriends)
whenever they want to see us. Not long
into these relationships, the guys have
given up almost nothing while we've
blown-off our friends (although we are

often expected to know
and tolerate his friends).
But
everything's
going well , right? Until
one day he thinks (big
mistake) that you two
should talk. He whines
about feeling claustrophobic in the relationship, he needs space,
whine, whine, whine.
And what do we do?
Our minds scramble to
figure out what we did
to make him feel suffocated. And we wonder
why he put his hands to his chest so
dramatically when he said, "I don't
'even have room to breathe anymore."
Let me tell you what happened. He's
not a nice guy. Nice guys don't do that.
Nice guys go into relationships for the
long-haul. They want to spend time
with you and they won't ask you to
spend any less time with your pals than
they will with their own .. Unless
they' re o bsess ive and/or possessive, in
which case you have a completely different problem on your hands. (But, he
could still be a nice guy if he treats you
with respect. A lot of nice guys have
psychotic tendencies).
Nice guys don' t hit. Nice guys are
not afraid to share their true feelin gs.
Nice guys are less likely to leave you
for the next pretty face that comes
along. And nice guys don ' t cheat
because:
• they care about you
• they respect your feelings
• they wou ldn' t intentionally hurt
you
• and they're the kind of guys who say
things like, "Why would I cheat on
her? She's got everything I need."
And.on a more personal note: as ·
much as I hate to find myself caught
up in some riduculous fad, I' ll forever
hold a special place in my heart for
any guy who brings me a Beanie
Baby-1'11 marry the guy who brings
me four. Of course I could go out and
get my own Beanie Baby, but that
would mean I'd have to get off of my
lazy, male-bashing ass to deal with the
jerks at Toys ' R' Us or McDonald's.

1997 ON-CAMPUS
RECRUITING
dates
Fridays 4/2B, 5/2, 5/9
(For Graduating Seniors & Recent Alumni)

You must register to interview.
Visit Career Planning & Placement
(Suite 300 Wabash building)
For registration requirements and list of companies.
Columbia College Chicago
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ll'tselliJill

USUALLY WE NEED YOU

Looking lor people to conduct customer smite follow-ups. $8.00 for good attendance, $9.50 for excellent performance, higher pay on weekends. Flexible hours.
Located steps from Chicago &Franklin "L" stop. Call today! 312-640-2563.

FOR AN AUDIENCE.
IN THIS CASE, WE NEED
YOU FOR AN EXHIBITION.
Our~lestuhi!>itionnoeds)OIKhe!~

Performance Anxiety ~.~ur..
inslallalion pieces ~om nint of loday'smost daring

T~ten Wanted!

ParHime,flex. hours, biz to biz sales. Qua lifted leads, hourly @ $7 plus
Commission, make up to 30k. Open 7:15 to 5:15 M-F, must work minimum of25
hours/ week. Small loop location, call773-509-6859 and leave a message.

Sl'IIIJI'G BBlil-l:ancun or Mazatlan.
Se1115 ttips &travel free+ cash.
IAlwesl Plices Guaranteed!
Call Sun breaks 1-800-446-8355.

artist&,such n Rei'IH Gretn, Char1es long,

Paul McCarth,,and Rirkril Timanija. Sot whl H's
nol cornplelawilhoul I'"· Runs through Jul1 6.

)(oteJL In the Hanison Hotel. Newlydecorated, carpeted, nicely-furnished,
maidservice, 24 Hr. Switchboanl, Laundry room on premises. Student
Discount. Call now, 312-427-8000.

Tilt MCA also""'"~ II'BU'sh G/m oirtr ~qwrig/lr

s,n., lrW! Trml Ffte[
(.AIM11-14}.r.t-ll!dlicitls"'!1UI1.~0.

fMl
j( A I:vlust•urn of C:ontl'rnporary Art
1\

220

e.. a.e.go """"'-. a.:.go. ...._ 10111

312.210.2680 --~.or;

Organize a small group, earn$$$. Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas.
Packages include: 2 meals and 3 hrs. All-you-can-drink daily.
Surf and Sun Tours-Don 800-763-5606.
)(lllk:IDOslry Ill~
Asylm Marketing see~ intern in Chicago, sophomore/ above. 15-25 hrs./wk
required. Knowledge of new music and your mar'.:et a must. Ability to gel college credit a plus. Call Gloria @ (213)368-4738
or fax resumes to (213)954-7622.

Fuiralaor-- Motivated groups needed to earn $500+ promoting AT&T,
Discover, gas and retail canis.
Since 1969, we've helped thousands of groups raise the money they need. Call
Gina at (800)592-2121 Ext 198.
Free CD to qualified callers.

te.~
~
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FAS HI ON<.:'COLU MBIA

lleed entry-level or experienced salesperson to sell commeJtial photo lab ser·

vices. Full-and part-time needed. Salary or Commission negotiable. Located in
Addison. Call (630)543-2556.

BR!IIIS...BRIDIS...BIWDS..Fas~Quality, Professional braids. 10 years expe·

lienee. IAlw Rates. Save$$$.
Call Nana 312-262-9795.

DI*VER*CI*TY

Tuesday, April 22
Fashion Show
1:30 p.m.
Chicago Hilton & Towers Grand Ballroom
720 South Michigan Avenue
$10
Interdisciplinary Exhibition 5-6 p.m.
Hokin Annex, 623 South Wabash
Reception 6-7 p.m.
.
Fashion Show 7-8 p.m.
Chicago Hilton & Towers Grand Ballroom
720 South Michigan Avenue

$40
Call for reservations
312-663-1600, ext. 565 1

SBF petite, smart, fun, and ohhh sooo sassy, see~ SBII who is big (tall), beauti·
ful and btillian~ who likes to party. No losers (you know who you are) need
apply. Please write me in care of the Chronicle, code# All25.

handsome, 30-ish, 5'10", 160 lbs., dark blond, hazel eyes, HIV- and very
muscular. I'm a charming, sexy, caring
romantic Leo looking for an attractive, intelligent, warm, compassionate man. I
am a non-smoker/ non-drug
user who seeks same. I enjoy quiet lime at home, which includes romantic din·
ners and thought-provoking conversation. Please write me if you want someone
strong to keep you warm on those cold winter nights.
code lA 1028.

To respond to a Personal ad, write to the code number in care of The Chronicle,
600 S. Michigan Ave, Chicago, II. 60605.

. :'4~~?"'~.:.:~.....-~ ...
~
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Litany of lofty local

aff3it~S ~~·,

Colombia Events
Michael Merritt Award for Excellence In Design a nd
Collaboration 's Fourth Annual Awards Presentation
The Chicago theater community will celebrate the contributions of three internationally respected theatrical designers.
Goodman Theater
April 28, 5 p.m.
200 S. Columbus Dr.
$25, S I 0 for students
3 12-663- 1124

CityStd
Music
''as rose petals open"
The acclaimed nine-voice chamber choir Chicago
A Cappella will perform a captivating array of
works for one to nine voices in their upcoming
concert.
First Congregational Church
May 2, 8 p.m.
1417 Hinman Ave., Evanston
Unity Temple
May 3, 8 p.m.
875 Lake St., Oak Park
The Church of St. Luke
May 10,8 p.m.
1500 W. Belmont
708-383-7599

Fashion Columbia exh ibit and show
Fashion-related student art is on exhibit in the Hokin
Gallery and the s tudent-produced fashion show and dinner
wi ll be at the Chicago Hilton and Towers.
Hokin Gallery
April 23-30
free
Chicago Hilton and To wers
720 S. Michigan Ave.
Cocktail Reception, 6-7 p.m.
Fashion Show, 7-8 p.m. $40
Patron Dinner, 8- 10 p.m. $ 150

Performance
P!tnro by Rnbert F. Ktl.l'el

The 1997 Master of Arts and Master of Fine Arts
T hesis Exhibition
A group exhibition of work by
eight Columhia College graduate
students in photography.
Columbia College Art Gallery
April 2H-May 9
Blood Drive
C. H.I.P.S is spons(lring a blood
drive so you can he lp save a life.
623 S. Wahash
Room 317
April 25, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Faculty Selects: A Student Honor Exhibition
Work by both undergraduate and graduate students in the
fidds o f computer graphics, computer imaging. drawing.
pamung, sc ulpture, fa shi on, furniture, graphic des ig n.
interior des ign. illustration, fine art pho tography, pro fesSIOnal photography. photojo urnalism and mixed media.
Columbia College Art Gallery
May 19-May 30
African Visions III: Voices of the Screen Griots!
This African fi lm fe stival celebrates the best films about
the multifaceted global experience o f African and African
descent people through the eyes o f the Screen Grio ts.
Columbia College
April 18-20 , 25-27
3 12-663- 11 24
The Science of Musical Instruments
Dr. Thomas Rossi ng, professor at Northern IJiinois
University, will be g iving a lecture on topics of acous tics.
The event is sponsored b y the Audio Engineering Soc iety
(Columb1a College sec uon), the Science/ Math department
and the Radio/Sound department.
Ho kin Hall
April 23, 5:30 p.m.
PLATFORM
An evening o f performances and installations by the Time
Arts Communi ty. A map will be g iven to show the location
of the rooms in the build ing where events can be witnessed .
623 S. Wabash buildin g
Ho kin Gallery
April 23
773-278- 11 40
Magic Show
Todd Ripp_lingcr, Colum bia theater s tuden t and pro fcssmnal mag1c1an, along with his assis tant, will present an
evening of crcaci vc magi c.
Residence Center
May 13
free
Scientia Artifex
The_Museum o f Contemporary Photography presents an
exh1h1t that searches he yond the role of photography as a
pas~1 ve record of the order o f things to examine the ways
tn wh1ch 11 m1 gh1 • hapc representations of knowledge.
f-1)0 S. Michigan Ave.
thmugh May 3 1

I

'---------

Love's Labour's Lost
The Next Theatre Company presents William
Shakespeare's play as a sexy romp filled with the
ecstasy and heartbreak of li fe's greatest mys tery :
love.
The Noyes Cultural Arts Center
through April 26
927 Noyes St., Evanston
S keletons
Strawdog Theatre presents a new play by local
playwright Lauren Berman that causes audiences to
ponder the ideas of family bonds, si bling rivalry,
first Jove and unspoken trust.
Strawdog Theatre
May 5-June 14
3829 N. Broadway
773-528-9696
Insignificance
The New Directors Series o f The Theatre School of
DePaul Univers ity presents the realities of 1950s
America with the res urrection of Marilyn Monroe,
Albert Einstein, Senator Joseph McCarthy and Joe
DiMaggio.
Victory Gardens Studio Theater
April 23-April 27
2257 N. Lincoln Ave.
FREE

Exhibits
Domestic Bliss: Family Life in American Art
This exhibit will trace the changing ani tudes
towards home and the experience of childhood
from the nineteenth to the mid-twentieth century.
Terra Museum of American Art
Thro ugh June 22.
666 N. Michigan Ave.
$7, $6 for students
Pilsen/Little Village: Our Home, Our Strugle
The historical perspective of a neighborhood local
ed on Chicago's Southwest side examines the
efforts of the residents-both past and present~
create home and community in urban America.
Chicago Historical Society
through May II
C lark Street at North Avenue.
"The Right to Write"
An exhibition featuring 55 works created by Arab
and Muslim artis ts from 17 countries depicts a rich
cultural tradition.
Sidney R. Yates Gallery of the C hicago Cultural
Center
Through May 18
7R E. Washingto n St.
FREE

Public Service Announcement
Do you enjoy working with dedicated students? The Heartland All iance for Human
Needs & Human Rights has the perfect volunteer opportunity for you. El Centro (De
Educntion Y Cuhura) in Logan Square needs
volunteers for o ne-o n-one tutoring o f English
und volunteers to teach citizenship classes. All
!ruining is provided-flo experience necessary.
S panish skills ure helpful but not required. For
more infonnution c&Jl Julie Noble at 312-6294.500, Bx t. .50 II .
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'70s sideshow moves
into Chicago

By Douc Arnold
Staff Writ~r
The massi~e theme ni~tclub Polly Esther's opened April 4 at
213 West lnslltute Place m homage to the '70s, clearly because it
w~ the decade when the Ramones reinvented rock and roll, Cheap
Tnck left Rockford for Budokon, Travis Bickle made the subway
seem so ~uch more viable and the Corleones defined family values.
Yeah, nght. And Planet Hollywood is going to sponsor a
Casseve~s fil.m f~stival. At Polly Esther's (if you don't get the name
after readmg 1t tw1ce, you wouldn' t like the place anyway) it's all
about "Shake Your Booty," "Funkytown," "YMCA," lava lamps, the
Bradys and the Partridges. I have to stop there with the examples
because it's starting to hurt.
And if 7,000 square feet of pulsating disco isn't enough for all of
you retro-philes, there is a 3,000 square foot ' 80s inspired basement
"Culture Club," complete with gratuitous neon, reflective dance
floor and Atari-era video games. Ouch.
Those who remember these waves of pop- gasp- culture, can
basically be divided into two camps: those who think they were fun
and bask in the kitsch value and those who think that those people
are diseased.
As founders Bob Watman and Tim Ouellette can attest, the disease is contagious. The Chicago site is their ninth and largest Polly
Esther 's, havi ng opened the first one in 1991 in the fiery bowels of
hell. O.K., it was New York. Chicago follo ws three New York franchises, two in Florida, Connecticut, Pennsylvania and Washington,
D.C., respectfully.
The club has assembled just about every short-lived trend and
corresponding memorabelia you can think of to fi ll the dark void
that all of our lives have succumbed to since the cancellation of
"Welcome Back Kotter."
A replica of the Partridge's psychedelic tour bus serves as a mini
lounge. You know it's not the real thing because there aren't any
secret compartments to hide Danny's stash. The bus overlooks, of
course, the illuminated "Saturday Night Fever" dance floor, where
you can- please insert your own cliche-all night long.
Not to be outdone by some hippy fami ly's vehicle, Polly Esther's
also sports a sit-in replica of "Herbie the Luv Bug," Disney's rationally thinking Volkswagon that was narrowly considered a better
' 70s actor than Lee Majors.
If you've ever wanted to have your picture taken with Cindy
Brady, and God knows we all have, "The Brady Wall" provides the
opportunity to be frozen on film as a child of the world's most popular second marriage.
The club has four bars, including the "Shag Carpet Lounge,"
modeled after hip '70s living rooms, detailed all the way down to
the kiddie board games like "Chutes and Ladders" and "Life."
Speaking of games, the club also touts a section of the floor with
built in ''Twister" colored spots. .
· Watman, Ouellette and local partners Ty Neal and Perry Smith
would have been foolish to open a Chicago franchise without being
aware of the city's love affair with it's own cultural history and several locally (in)famous memorabilia adorn the walls along with the
retro murals, lunch
boxes and other tacky
relics.
Bozo, ex-cub Ron
Santo, Fraser Thomas
and Garfield Goose,
and BJ and the Dirty
Dragon are featured.
Actually, I have never
heard of that last one,
but the club's press
packet is persistent
about establishing
local ties, so I'm sure
it really is a C hicago
thing. I guess.
The most interesting "local- interest"
artifact is the one dedicated to OJ Steve
Dahl's 1979 "Disco
Demolition" at
Comiskey Park. Yeah,
the one where thousands of people chanted "Disco Sucks."
They effectively gave
the middle finger to
disco, hoping it would
die and simply disappear after its initial
phase. Point stated and
taken.
The drink menu
contains a variety of
beer and champagne, and of course no novelty establishment is complete without the wacky theme-oriented mixed drinks. In this case
we have 'The Exorcist"(Goldschlager and Rumple Minze), "Racing
Bullwinkle" (Jaegermeister and Rumple Minze) and "Brady Punch"
(dart and light rum with fruit punch). They don't offer you a free
drink if you can say " Racing Bull winkle" without sounding like an
idiot, but I don' t think it would ever come up anyway.
Live entertainment, look-alike contests and other silly spectacles
are featured, so if you are into kitsch you may want to check it out.
Polly Esther's is open Wednesday through Saturday from 8 p.m.
until4 a.m. and is available for private parties. Drinks are S3-S7 and
valet parting is available for S6.
Unlike the actual years. all you need to do 10 escape is run for the
door. Just don't trip over your bells o n the way out.
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Story Week Festiv~'howcases
prominent talent
By Mkhelle Pocock
Staff Writer
Celebrating three decades of the Story
Workshop approach, Columbia's Fiction
Writing Department threw a memorable bash.
During the week of April 7-12, Randall
Albers, Chairman of the Fiction Writing
Department, and Ann Hemingway, Anistic
Director of the Visiting Writers program, put
on the Story Week Festival of Writers.
The festival included several prominent visiting writers throughout the week who read and
discussed their work to students and visitors.
On Monday, a Chicago police lieutenant and
Columbia graduate, Hugh Holton, read from
his newest novel, "Violent Crimes." Holton is
the author of the best-selling mystery novel,
"Windy City."
Tuesday's schedule featured Jane Hamilton,
author of "The Book of Ruth," (featured in
Oprah Winfrey's Book Club) and "A Map of
the World." Hamilton took time out to answer
students' questi ons in the afternoon. On
Wednesday night she held a more formal reading at the Getz Theater.
Tuesday night's events featured Columbia
Professor Emeritus John Shultz, who developed the Story Workshop approach with much
help from co-star Professor Emerita Betty
Shiflett. Both Shultz and Shiflett have been a
guiding force in the heralded success of
Columbia's Fiction Writing Department. The
professors read from their works-Shultz from
"The Tongues of Men" and "The Chicago
Conspiracy Trial" and Shiflett from "Tile
Phantom Writer."
Ana Castillo, the acclaimed Latina author of
the short story collection "Loverboys" and "So
Far From God," read and discussed her work
on Thursday night.
At the Residence Center on Friday night,
alumni and students held an open reading.
Many of the alumni who are facu lty members
dug up old editions of Columbia's award winning fiction publication HairTrigger to read
work from their days as students. Current students also took a shot at showcasing their work
in fro nt of an audience.

The fi nal day of the festival, Saturday, was
full of events that would interest any person
who enjoys good literature.
Charles Johnson, a winner of the 1990
National Book Award for his novel "Middle
Passage." His other works include "Black Men
Speaking, " "Oxherding Tale" and the shortstory collection "The Soruru's Apprentice."
Johnson held a discussion at the Harold
Washington Library. Johnson also won a
Writer's Guild Award for his PBS drama
"Booker."
Later in the day, also at the Harold
Washington Library, John Shultz, Ana Casti llo,
Jane Hamilton and Charles Johnson held a
roundtable discussion, moderated by Randall
Albers, about "The Writer's Voice and
American Cultures: Class, Race and Gender."
'The authors we selected represent a diversity of voices, backgrounds, subjects and
approaches," said Albers. 'They also share
strong connections with Chicago, a city that's
many cultures live in works of fiction, past and
present, and they are the finest writers at work
today."
The styles of the authors reflect the goals of
the Story Workshop approach, which basically
begins by accepting each students' individual
culture, voice and experiences and draws upon
them to form and sharpen a unique linguistic
flair.
Columbia was able to showcase these
diverse authors with the help of the Chicago
Public Library and a grant from the Illinois
Humanities Council.
The week's festivities were concluded with
a gala dinner at the Palmer Ho use. Organized
by Andy Allegretti, The J ohn Shultz and
Betty Shiflett Story Workshop Scholarship
Fund Dinner benefitted the students in the
Fiction Writing Department. At $ 150 a plate,
over $70,000 was raised to help writing students continue their education.
Although the Festival of Writers will not be
an annual event because of the cost, the Fiction
Writing Department will continue to bring talented writers to Columbia for the students to
enjoy.
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l01prov Orgy delights in frisky, fearless fun By Maria Tacderas
StaffWritu

improvisation begins.
"You really have to have a sense of
self-assurance to get on stage," said
4-year crowd member, Leo Plotkin. "If
you' re afraid of getting shot down and l-:'..,..'!;0._ __
ripped apart, not that you would, you
really don't belong up there. I got on
once when I was totally --faced.
But really, I just come to watch. The
people are hilarious and hey, free enter-

Improv-n. The act of inventing, composing or
reciting without preparation.
Orgy-n. A revel involving unrestrained indulgence. (American Heritage Dictionary Third Edition)
Acts of improvisational, comedic indolence take p
lace during the Jmprov Orgy, a two-hour, high-energy improv j am hosted by 8 Degrees Below Normal,
every Wednesday night at 10:30 p.m. at the Gallery tainment."
The Gallery Cabaret boasts a
Cabaret, 2020 N. Oakley Ave.
Veterans and novices to the improv comedy scene no-cover charge, cheap-drink night of
are welcomed on stage to participate in a series of improv. But no matter how economicalimprovisational games which are facilitated, in rota- ly ideal the evening is, the quality of
tion, by a member of 8 Degrees.
entertainment is first-rate. The majority
Although the atmosphere is not totally devoid of of the Orgy performers are established
cynicism and criticism (the two usually go improvisers who are also members of
hand-in-hand), the Orgy provides a nurturing envi- some of the most renown improv
._... ...r,..
ronment for those who are just beginning to tap into groups in Chicago.
their hidden satirical talent.
It is that professionalism (and the
'----""'-.:---~C!!~
.
·
"Lately, a lot of established people have been fact that most responsible adults keep
showing up," said regular Orgy performer Noel their inebriation to a minimum on week .__ _ _....;.._ _ _ _ _ _....;.._..-_ _ _ _ _ __;;_ _;__ _ ___.
Steere. "But the new people are very intent on doing nights) that ensures a very receptive,
For .those involved, there isn 't a better environtheir best, and I've found them to be really impres- nonjudgmental and forgiving audience.
sive."
"The regulars at the Orgy are a little more seri- ment to further your craft than the Improv Orgy.
A typical Orgy night kicks off with a musically ous," said 8 Degrees founding member Mike According to Steere, unlike the city's other improv
accompanied salutation from an 8 Degrees member, Shreeman. "Yes it's fun, but they' re willing to take jam, the Orgy has refrained from becoming cliquish,
and because the Gallery is such a small, intimate
who then immediately introduces the first game, that leap of faith with the other performers."
Directed Story. Four improvisers are first called on
"Naturally I was nervous the first time I got on venue, unless you're a freakish wallflower, you realstage. The audience is then told to designate a style stage," said David Buie, a relative newcomer to the ly have no choice but to perform and socialize with
for each of the improvisers to improvise in (e.g. Film Orgy. "And the people, they've been doing this for so everyone.
"I guarantee that the Improv Orgy is the friendliest
noir, Tennessee Williams, etc ...).
long and they're so good, I really was afraid I was
After a completely nonsensical story title has been annoying them. But it was the opposite. They were improvisational environment in the world," Steere
said.
decided (by yet another audience member), the and still are very supportive of what I do up there."

By Michelle S. DuFour
Assistant Features Editor

An authentic Italian dining experience awaits at "a tavola,"
a new Italian restaurant in the Ukranian Yillage.
Unlike many other Italian restaurants, "a tavola" features
regionally inspired Italian dishes, which greatly vary from the
everyday spaghetti. Moderately priced, the lunch menu features items from $3-8. Main entrees range from $14-18.
The authentic dishes from various Italian regions are re-created using Italian cooking methods and fine imported Italian
products. Chef
Daniel Bocik,
who
brings
knowledge and
expe ri e n ce
from
fine
restaurants in
San Francisco,
Paris
and
Milan, selects
fresh
fruits,
vege t ables,
meats
and
seafood from
local markets.
The menu
changes daily,
but some examples of the
types of dishes
offered include
potato dumplings with tomato sauce and pesto, called gnocchi
alia salsa di Pomodoro con pesto, in Italian. And oven roasted
chicken served with Parmesan polenta and garlic spinach
(polio arrosto con polenta parmiggiana and spinaci).
Foccacia bread with oil and balsamic vinegar is served
before the meals, however the entrees do not include soup or
salad.
The small restaurant offers great service and all the food is
served on plain white matching china with heavy-weight silverware. All the tablecloths and napkins are also white and in
the center of each table is a small candle and short vase with
freshly cut gardeni as.
The dining room appears very clean and simple yet also elegant. Near the entrance hangs an antique mirror draped with
red velvet over a wooden bureau displaying the day's selection
of appetizers. High-back black Italian chairs surround the
tables, and the white, stucco walls contrast the darkly stained
hard-wood floors . Photographs of Rome and various Italian

dishes hang on the
walls and add to the
unique dining experience. "a tavola" is also
a smoke-free environment.
The restaurant has a
dining room and an
enclosed terrace. The
dining room seats 56
persons, and also
accommodates smaller
groups of six to 18,
and larger groups of
30-40 for special parties. The enclosed terrace ·seats 80 persons
and may be totally
enclosed and heated
for private parties.
"a tavola" opened
in November, 1995
and is located at 2 152
West Chicago Ave., at
Leavitt. Although business may be fine, "a tavola" might prosper more in a different location such as Lincoln Park or the
North Loop.
But for a very authentic Italian dining experience, "a
tavola". is the place.
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'Kissed' tells tale of love, necrophiliac style
By Sam Walters
Correspondent

I received the press kit for Director Lynne
Stopkewich's " Kissed" only shortly before having to
make my way to the film's preview. The cover letter,
at a glance anyway, described the film 's female protagonist as being "attracted to death" and "enmeshed
in a world where love, sex, and death intermingle." I
was pleasantly surprised to find that this meant she
was a necrophiliac.
For those who have never indulged, necrophilia is
the fetish of having sex with corpses. Films dealing
with necrophilia have traditionally been exploitation
pieces relegated to the cult bin. "Kissed," however,
treats the subject responsibly, if not reverently, and
deserves the attention and praise it is currently
receiving. Stopkewich -who co-produced "Kissed"
and co-wrote the script with Angus Fraserachieves her most remarkable accomplishment in

that "Kissed" is actually an examination of obsessive
love set against a backdrop of necrophilia - an
impressive balancing act, considering the film's
attention-stealing premise.
Based on the Barbra Gowdy short story, "We So
Seldom Look On Love," "Kissed" tells of Sandra
Larson (Molly Parker) and her first, and presumably
only, romantic liaison with a living someone. Sandra
is a withdrawn child, alienated from the living and
taken in by death. In death she. finds her source of
spirituality- proof of life's miracle in the tangible
evidence of its decay.
She gives deceased animals elaborate burials,
going so far as to anoint them by first caressing them
against her flesh before planting their little cadavers.
Sandra loses her only childhood friend this way in a
scene marking the onset of her adolescence and the
end of her childhood innocence. .
While engaged in a burial ritual and ensuing
orgiastic dance with her friend, Sandra becomes

Late music star honored in film of her life
By Sheryl Tirol
Correspondent

The screen is black but you can hear
the crowd wildly applauding in the background. Suddenly, the lights flash on and
a gorgeous, young lady struts across the
stage as a disco-remix of "I Will Survive"
begins. Standing there before them is the
young and beautiful Selena!
Warner Brothers released the film
"Selena" and has received much applause.
The film is a biography of Selena
Quintanilla Perez, a young-rising Tejano
singer from Corpus-Christi, Texas, who
was tragically killed at the age of 23 in
March, 1995. Selena was a MexicanAmerican singer with a profound following.
Jennifer Lopez ( "Mi Familia,"
"Money Train," "Anaconda," "Jack") portrays the young singer. Abraham
Quintanilla Jr., the father of Selena, was
played by Edward James 01mos ("Mir
Familia"). Chris Perez, Selena's husband,
was played by Jon Seda.
The film starts with a flashback to the
beginning of Selena's singing career,
which started at the tender age of nine.
The· film not only follows her life on
stage, but also through the hectic and dif- ~~~~~~~~~~:;:==:~::;;::;=~~~~~~~
ficult life offstage as a struggling Tejano
singer. It emphasizes how Selena broke
the barriers in Tejano music and became
the first successful female to become a '---- -- - -- - - - - - - - - - -- ------'
"Dreaming of You," "I Could Fall In Love," " Is It
music superstar.
The movie not only touches how hard Selena the Beat?" and a disco medley of "I Will Survive."
continuously worked but also on the way she tried Also featured on the album are "Funky Town,"
to keep her heritage alive. As the rising star hit the "Last Dance," "The Hustle" and "On the Radio".
Lopez and Olmos depicted the strong fathertop, she was offered a record deal in which the
album was to be all in English, which was her daughter bond wonderfully, with her father starting her out and pushing her to believe in her
biggest dream of all.
But as she reached her goal of crossing-over to dream.
Quintanilla, who once sang in his youth, was
the American market, she was killed by finance
and business manager, Yolanda Saldivar. Her inspired by his daughter's talent one day while
songs and dream still fill the hearts of many loyal singing with her. The film captures the true heart
fans and people who grew to love her and her and spirit of the once young and talented singer
whose life ended just before her greatest dreams
music.
Songs from her mixed English and Spanish were fulfi lled.
album were included in the movie soundtrack:

transfixed with the dead sparrow to be interred. She
breaks from her friend and goes to the corpse, which
she picks up and begins rubbing all over her body. So
impassioned is this "anointment"- so complete is the
erotic trance Sandra enters - that she fails to notice the
dead sparrow's body has burst and that she is smearing
blood about her neck and legs. Her friend flees in horror and Sandra is left alone to her corpses.
Not surprisingly, Sandra goes to work in a funeral
parlor when she is of sufficient age. Her first kiss is
with a corpse while driving a hearse through a caFwash. Eventually, inevitably, she loses her virginity to a
similarly deceased gentleman. She begins an embalming apprenticeship with the director of the funeral parlor and later leaves to study the art at a nearby college.
There she meets Matt (Peter Outerbridge). a sometime
medical student, and confides the secret of her
necrophilia to him.
Matt is not only accepting of Sandra's secret, he is
genuinely intrigued by it, and the two quickly become
romantically involved. They consummate their relationship almost immediately, but the results are less than
satisfying for Sandra. Following their uncomfortable
copulating, Sandra leaves for the school morgue where
she makes love to one of the many fresh cadavers. The
experience is powerfully -even overpoweri ngly - erotic, especially in light of the disappointing sex Sandra
has just had with Matt. It is then that she realizes she
will never be free of her necrophilia, and that any
romantic or sexual liaison, with the living can hold only
partial fulfillment for her.
As Sandra is "consumed" by death, however, so is
Matt "consumed" with Sandra. He senses his inadequacy keenly and sets about doing his best to compensate.
He interrogates Sandra relentlessly about the nature of
her addiction, hoping to understand its essence and thus
be able to satisfy her needs. He even goes so far as to
decorate himself with pale make-up, and beg Sandra to
make love to him while he lies prone, simulating a
corpse. Ultimately, Matt makes a fateful decision, and
he and Sandra are united in perfect, but unusual love.
Strong performances are featured throughout
" Kissed." Molly Parker communicates the strong current of Sandra's sexuality well , while never overstating
it. Once again, the subject matter is ripe for the cheapest forms of exploitation and actors typically sali vate at
a chance to play something so offbeat as a necrophiIe.
Sandra Larson, however, has a profound sense of the
spiritual and does not even seem so much disturbed as
she .is different -"alternative" if you will.
Though it may seem like an obvious and unexceptional thing to Parker, it is to her credit that the character of Sandra Larson isn't played for some salivating,
ominous freak. Sandra Larson is a human being, a real
human being and is attractive and easy to empathize
with. Peter Outerbridge does a similarly fine job with
the character of Matt. His affection for Sandra is genuinely touching and never pathetic, even at its most
tragic extreme. Kudos to both these young actors as
well as to the excellent supporting cast.
This is an impressive, powerfu l film and an even
more impressive debut for Director Stopkewich. She is
a self described "chronic film student" and indeed, she
evidences consider;~b le craft throughout "Kissed,"
demonstrating command over both the dramatic and
cinematic language of film. She and co-writer Angus
Fraser should be credited for their moving, engaging
script. The scenes are purposeful and the story-telling is
believable - an essential factor when working with a
somewhat unbelievable premise. The realism of the
screen-play sustains and heightens the film's potency
considerably, never allowing the audience an easy way
of simply dismissing "Kissed". as a piece of fantastic
camp.
Sandra's confession to Matt, which sets the basis for
their relationship, does strain credulity, but Stopkewich
and Fraser do an effective job of smoothing over this
necessary bump. Stopkewich's direction and cinematic
style display far more maturity and skill than her short
track record as a film-maker would suggest. Each shot
is elegantly composed and each composition plumbed
for maximum efficacy. Stylistic tone is maintained
throughout, while never becoming over-stylized. In
fact, if the "Kissed" has a definable style, it is that it is
eminently well put together; one gets a sense of craft
watching it. Equally important and impressive is
Stopkewich's keen sense for the dramatic moment. The
erotic power and strong sense of compulsion in the
scenes detailing Sandra Larson's necrophili a is palpable
and electric - though Molly Parker deserves considerable credit for bringing such a believable sense of craving to the screen.
On a final note, a bit of teasing for Lynne
Stopkewich - one of your "corpses" was noticeably
breathing.
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Cassius Clay knocks out local venues
The Chicago band, not the fighter, opened for De La Soul at the House Of Blues, located at 329 N.
Dearborn St., on March 21. After rocking the place, in traditional, no-holds-barred, Windy City style,
Cassius Clay discussed the future of their band with Chronicle correspondent Bianca Williams.
Clay] have a rock core with Jots of funk, jazz and soulful
vocals.
Bianca: What clements has Cassius C lay included in
After gelling another last minute interview with the up- its music to make it different than other rock bands?
J ayh : Everything. Our percussionist adds African,
and-coming rock band Cassius Clay, the reporter casually
walks toward the backstage dressing room at the House of Cuban and Latin beats: The guitarist-Prince is his idol.
Blues on the third level for the schedu led 9:45 p.m. audi- He grew up playing fu nk. The Drummer grew up playing
gospel. The horns add a jazz and country background. All
ence.
The reporter stops outside the open door of the small of these broad innuenccs and backgrounds were brought
room. Three guys, one of which happens to be Jayh, the together and we created our own sound.
Bianca: Who was the musician that made you say,
lead singer of the seven-member band, arc standing by the
doorway looking toward the reporter while engaging in "damn, I want to be a rock star?"
Jayh: I knew ever since I was lillie that I wanted to be
conversation.
in the [music] business. I grew up watching the Jackson
Bianca: I'm looking for Roger.
Five. But, when I was older and heard Terrence Trent
Jayh points ro the blond haired guy nexrro him.
D'arb,y he was the one that made me say, " I have to get
Jayh: This is him .
my stuff together." We [Cassius Clay] opened for him last
Roger: Hi.
year at The Metro. That was my dream come true. I
Bianca: I'm Bianca from The Chronicle.
Roger and Bianca extend their right hands simultane- believe no o ne can now like him.
ously an1 shake in the appropriate "p/eased-ro-meer-you
Bianca: Is Cassius Clay looking for a record deal with
a major label?
manner.
Jayh : That would be nice. But, it depends on the deal
Roger: This is Jayh Johnson, the lead singer. You can
we get. I don' t think it's important to make money and sell
talk to him .
out where people can tell you to look like this and dress
Jayh: Hello.
Jayh sirs down on a sofa and speaks /o another guest like that. Music, to me, is the only release I have. A record
in the room for several minutes. The guest stands up to deal that would change me and the way I make music
leave the room and the reponer sirs down. She looks would take away from the meaning.
Bianca: What's wrong with an independent label?
around the small room filled with band members and their
J ayh: Nothing. A good independent is beller than a Jot
friends as she speaks to Jayh.
of majors. They don't have the money to throw' away. So,
Bianca: I really wanted to interview the entire band.
The reponer finally rums her head and looks directly they will market you right so it would pay off for you and
them.
ar Jayh.
Bianca: Several of your songs segue from African
Bianca: I guess it would have to be just you.
drum beats, jazz, heavy metal and funk to the rock core of
Jayh smiles.
Bianca: Why did you select the name Cassius C lay for your band. Do you think the various intermingling of
a rock band?
music genres will inhibit Cassius Clay's airplay?
Jayh : In some ways it has because people have a need
J ayh: The band was thinking of a name for a long
time. It [Cassius C lay] has a great n ow. And besides, to classify everything-rock, R&B , alternative. One day
people will realize they don't have to classify music and
Muhammad Ali is my idol.
Bianca: In 1989, rock bands faded out of the music just enjoy it because it's good music.
genre and alternative became mainstream. What is the
Bianca: Do you ever perform under any aliases, and if
force that is bringing rock back to the forefro nt of the so, why?
music industry?
Jayh: Sometimes we do an acoustic thing and call it
Jayh: Back then, roc k music was metal crazy solos. Casual Clay. Some members perform with others for
Now, making music is about intelligence. We [Cassius diversity.
By Bianca Williams

Correspondent

Work it to lose it

Bianca: Some of the titles of your songs, "Swing
Batta," "Crucify" and "Forget Me Not," have catchy tunes
and memorable titles. Did you select the titles first then
create the music around it?
Jayh: No. Someone would write the music and lyrics
and call it whatever the hook.
Bianca: Do you ever get any flack from people in
your family or the Chicago music scene for being an
African-American singing in a rock band?
Jayh : Not at all. I think, as a whole, that AfricanAmericans are so creative that they forget what they did
originally. Elvis Presley, the king of rock and roll, and
Buddy Holly were labeled as people singing "nigga"
music. So, if people say I'm singing rock, or white music,
it's an oxymoron. It (rock music) is something we created.
Bia nca: You all are so energetic on stage that it's
almost orgasmic to watch you perform. What feeds thi s
energy?
Jayh : We feed off each other. We just want to go out
and have a good time and a good show. We can' t depend
on an audience to feed us because you never know how an
audience will respond. People are innuenccd by the
crowd. If no one is into your music, people that are in that
crowd and like your music are not going to get into it. But,
some reaction (audience) is better than no reaction.
Bianca: Do you guys plan to tour other cities?
Jayh: Yeah. Last fall we drove to the West coast and
played for two weeks. Right now we're just staying
around Chicago.
Bianca: Do you plan to do a film score?
Jayb : I haven' t thought about it. I'm just concentrating on things one step at a time. If it [a film score] falls in
my lap, great. I just keep improving and getting better. I
just want to continue to do this and make it my living and
do something real positive.
The reporter thanks Jayh f or the interview and leaves
the room with a good feeling about the band. A vision of
large crowds of people chanting, "It 's Cassius Clay! It's
Cassius Clay!," fill her head. Yu, Cassius Clay is a band
that will be on the international music circuit. Their sound
is felling the music world know rhar rock is back with
stronger vocaL!, a twist ofjav., a pinch offunk and a dash
of heavy metal.

Film Center offers array of flicks
By Sandy Camp bell

By Sue Ter Maat
Health Correspondent

Many research studies done o n
weight Joss conclude that, for most
people, dieting alone may not be
enough to shed the excess pounds.
And for the 58 million Americans
doctors classify as overweight, the
potential health consequences from
excess pounds are considerable.
According to a study by the Lab
for
Human
Behavio r
and
Metabolism
at
Roc kefeller
University, the body fights to keep
on the extra pounds. When people
curtai l their caloric intake as the
only means for weight control , their
bodies undergo what scientists call
"adaptive energy expenditure." As
this happens, the metabo lism,
responsible for breaki ng down food
and uti lizing it for energy, slows
down . Believi ng that it is starving,
the body changes its biochemistry so
it can usc less energy to survive and
weight Joss becomes more difficult.
"Exercise is the hest thing that
ever happened to me," said La' Vc na
Ri chards, 23, a public relations
major, who is taking a low-impact
acrohic~ class through Columhia. " I
lost fi fly pounds over this last year
hecausc I started exercising."
s~ l cnl " ts found thai when people
cxc r~"e , they naturall y increase
their mclaho iiMn. 'fl1i ' means thai
the h<Kly u' c' more caloric' even in
a rc\ting \late. II wa\ ;oiM> found thai
athlete\ with a higher proportion of
mu ~d c llltl\ "' ha ve a f;."tcr m c laho~
IJ" m. E xpert.., rc(.;(mllucnd Hn cxcrrcg uncn o f Jog g~n g , 'i Wlln ru ing
t>t h>cyd •n ll w upled wit h weight
<.. 1\.C

tr :.urwJg and a luw fa! d1c l

Other studies point to a strong
link between prevention of heart disease and exercise. As people exercise, HDL (high-density lipoprotein)
cholestero l drops while LDL (lowdensity lipoprotein) cholesterol
increases. HDL cholesterol naturally
lines the pathways of the arteries. If
this type of cholesterol builds up and
blocks the passage of blood through
the arteries, a person will experience
a heart attack. LDL cholestero l circu lates in the body picking up the
HDL cholesterol and transports it
back to the liver, making artery
blockage less likely.
"Being overweight causes a
whole range of health problems such
as di abetes, heart disease , high
blood pressure and osteoporosis,"
said Gina Lans, a nurse who specializes in exerc ise physiology at
Northwestern Memorial Hospital.
Laos advises that all healthy
adults should exerc ise every day for
at least thirty minutes. For beginners, she suggests starting slowly,
goi ng 10 a gym three times per week
and then adding more time from
there.
" I take the low impact aerobics
cia" through Columbia College
every sprin g lo shape up for summer," said Erin Pri ce, 2 I , a fashion
merchandis ing major. "My busy
schedule makes it hard to come
othe r semesters."
According lo L;ms, the greatest
deterrent lo physical fitness isn't the
exerci'c 11\elf hut finding the lime lo
gel lo the gyuo. "With exercise, you
have lo incorporate it into your life
just like , )eeping and ealiug."

Film Correspondent

Walking through Grant Park, one can
find a pleasant surprise on East Jackson
Boulevard and North Columbus Drive.
The Film Center, a self-supporting program that is hosted by the School of the
Art Institute of Chicago, specializes in
world-wide cinema, first feature, nonmainstream and experimental film s.
The Film Center includes lectures by
visiting filmmakers, film history lectures
for the general public, film premiere seminars, school field trips, conference groups
for Illinois media teachers and a film reference library with more than 21,000 director and subject files.
The Film Center showcases a certain
director and/or provide a film history lecture about the director and his films from
time to time. The Film Center's inspiration
to showcase certain directors comes from a
number of sources. New technological
improvements in subtitling, a couple of
years ago, caused a Felini showcase to be
exhibited. Sometimes showcases are prepackaged or arc put together by the center
itself.
The Film Center has annual film festivals such as the current Hong Kong Film
Festival, the current Asian American
Showcase (now in its second year), the
Iranian Film Festival a nd the Black
Harvest Festival.
The Film Center also often obtains
filmm akers and actors. Jean-Claude Van
Dam me, C how -Yun Fat and Kenneth
Brannagh arc n few celebrities that have
trodded through the Film Center. Jackie
Chun has appeared twice during the Fi lm
Ce nter's 25-year run. Film-maker Peter
Grccnwuy ("111o Cook, 1110 Thief, His
Wife und Her Lover") will nppcar April 26
to prhmnle his new fenture, "ll1c Pillow
Oook."
'J11e Film Cent er nlso ncquires people

known in other countries but not known in
North America, first-time film-makers,and
film-makers who still haven't climbed out
of o bscurity.
The Film Center hopes to give an
avenue for these people to show their films
and make their name known . If the films
are successful, other venues (including
local Chicago) will pick up the films to
show, as well.
The
upcoming
Rainer
Werner
Fassbinder film is the first collaboration
between the Film Center and another company. Facets will show Fassbinder's film
during May.
I saw "Mongkok Story" at The Film
Center o n Saturday night as part of the
Hong Kong Film Festival. The movie was
about two rival wanna-be gangs established froin the movies they see. In fact,
the leader of the opposing gang is a film
actor.
The movie is reflective in that it mocks
itself during the fight scenes. The characters seem to be a bunch of goofs who want
to be street fighters, with the exception of
the leader of the "good guy" gang, rather
t,han actual street fighters. But when the
fight scenes come, they play like most
Hong Kong action sequences-fast-paced
and cartoonish. The movie itself is fastpaced, cartoon ish and colorful as well.
The average viewer, when reading this
article, may not get to see "Mongkok
Story," s ince I saw it on the last day. But
the Hong Kong Film Festival does not end
until the end of April. I nsk you to check
out The Film Center, whether you are a
film student or not. There is a handful of
opportunities to meet famous people or sec
works of interest. Or, you may want to see
films from certain countries or check out
your fa vorite amntcur'/ 1 nm not n member
yet. hut I mny join. " Mongkok Story" mtcs
nil.
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***** Sara on sports *****
By Sara W illingham
Sports Correspondent

An extremely annoying controversy has
battled its wayto the forefront of sports co
nversations across the country. On the one
hand, some bel ieve that the pro-golfers
who competed against Tiger Woods at the
Masters were intimidated by his race.
Apparently, some people have even gone
so far as to disagree with the title going to
the young, African-Asian-American boy
who isolated himself on a pedestal, 12
strokes away from his nearest threat, and
played down-right phenol)lenal golf, simply because his father is black and his
mother is Thai!
On the other hand, there are the people
who say that the Greg Nonnans, the Nick
Faldos, the Freddie Couples and the rest of
the "country-clubbers" at the Masters were
not at all daunted by the inexperienced
Woods.

Well, I think they WERE intimidated! Sox, and there's ABSOLUTELY NOTH- you-know-what and we can simply boast
Not by Tiger Woods's race, but by his age ING to say about the Cubs. Good thing the in the spotlight eminating from our Windy
NBA Championship is nearing, so City star...Mr. Michael Jeffrey Jordan.
and his skill.
Chicago sports is like Chicago weather.
Not every issue in this country should Chicagoans can forget about worshiping
Andy
Pettine and Greg Maddux . We can When it's bad, it's REALLY bad ...but
have to have a controversy about it. Let it
ride, America! Tiger Woods won the void-out Patrick Roy and Joe Sakic, we when it's good, oh how GOOD it can be!
kiss ing
Brett
Farve's
Masters, a.nd he desreved it, regardless of can quit
his genetic make-up. He was the one who . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
played the best golf for four straight days,
and he was the one who donned the green
jacket at the end.
For o nce...justice WAS served, and to
think otherwise is virtually criminal.
How will the Hawks do in the playoffs,
you ask? Easy. They definitely WON'T
beat the Colorado Avalance fo ur times to
advance to the next round, but they WILL
win at least one game. I' m not going to call
a sweep because the Hawks have won six,
lost three and tied one in their last ten
games and Colorado has gone 4 and 6 in
their last ten. If the Blackhawks don't store
that momentum, however, and use it to
their advantage in at least one game
against the 'Lanche, then they won't even
walk away wi th a single victory.
Unfortunately, the Hawks are inferior to
Colorado in every way: defense, scoring,
goal-tending, coaching, power-play killing
and experience.
Cubs player, Ryne Sandberg, waits, with the rest of the team's fans, for a win.
I'll go with the Avalanche in five.
Photo by Bla ir Fredrick
There isn't much to say about the White

Golf: It's not just your grandfather's game anymore
By Maggie Welter
Coll~g~

Press Service

It's not your grandfather's game any more. The college
crowd has found a new fairway-of-fun, the golf course.
Once shunned as a slow game of old geezers in fu nky
plaid pants, golf has become one of the hottest leisure
activities among college students.
" Before golf was frow ned upon as a sissy sport," said
Jason Roden haver, assistant coach of the golf team at the
University of Maryland, "now it's really hot."
Indeed. With a boost from 21 -year-old golf sensation
Tiger Woods, and other celebrities such as Hootie and the
Blowfish, young people are now the fastest growing segment of golf players in the United States. According to the
National Golf Foundation the number of 15- to 30-yearold golfers grew 17 percent from 1994 to 1995. Across all
age groups participatio n increased only about 2 percent.
For proof of the phenomenon look no further than college campuses.
"It seems the· thing to do is go to the [driving] range,"
said Jen Nowitzky, a James Madison University senior
who picked up golf last semester. "After class you grab
some clubs, a few friends and head on out."
Gary Carpenter, a senior and co-captain of Maryland's
golf team, has been playing since he was 6-years-old, but
he 's seeing more and more of hi s friends getting into the
golf groove.

James

"Once you take them out they ' re hooked," said
Carpenter. "They' re like, 'Yeah, this is fun. Let's go out
again."
.
At some courses, students have become like the
Energizer Bunny, say pros. They just keep coming and
coming and coming.
"Students fill our course all the time now. It used to be
much older players, but recently the number of male and
female kids has really increased," Rodenhaver said.
Mary land has its own course, and a half-pri ce student
greens fees is an extra incentive to hit the links, the assistant coach added.
For some the course is the ultimate playground; for
others _teeing off is a way to relieve stress.
"Our generation feels cooped up and overworked. Golf
lets you relax and take your mind off school," said JMU
junior Seth Burton.
Some students actually get credit for clubbing the ball.
Since the sport has become so popular, however, getting
into a golf class can be as difficult as booking a tee time
on a sun-drenched day.
"I teach two sections of golf a semester and five minutes into registration they' re full ," said Bob
Vanderwalker, an instructor at JMU. "I have students
knocking down my door to get on waiting lists."
For JMU senior Lisa Brown, Golf 101 was a required
course-sort of.
"Golf is now kind of a req uired class for business·

By Neil J Novak

majors. All the bigwigs conduct business on the course so
you need to know how to play," said Brown, an international business major.
Interest in golf has been building for some years, but
increased substantially this year, Rodenhaver said, largely
due to Wood's presence on the PGA Tour.
"College people finally have an idol they can identify
with. He's made golf cool," said Rodenhaver.
And Wood's legendary status promises to o nly grow.
With a 72-hole score of 18-under-par 270, Woods not o nly
won the Masters Tournament April 14 by a record 12
strokes, he shattered the the Masters' record of 271 that
Jack Nicklaus and Raymond Floyd has shared. And he did
it as a 2 1-year-old rookie, becoming the youngest player
ever to win the Masters and the fi rst African American to
do so.
On the eve of his Masters victory in Augusta, Ga.,
Woods himself said he realized what an impact his win
could have on the game of golf.
"It's goi ng to open up a lot of doors," Woods told
reporters. "On this stage and this kind of media, I think it's
going to do a lot for the game as far as minority golf is
concerned."
For Woods, golf is more than a job or a game, it's an
addiction. "It's like a drug," he recently told Newsweek.
"If! don't have it I' ll go crazy. It's gone beyond love and
hate. I got to keep playing."
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Student Life puts on 'Jam' of a fashion show
By Roumiana Bankova

Beverley Baily, the peer facilitator of the "Year One
Discovery Program," ta lked about the fashion show
and her role as an organizer of the event.
" I did a lot for my part, but as far as creativity and
On the narrow stage put up for the fashion show
efforts, I let the students do it all ," said Baily. " I am
"Jam of the Year One" appeared Paul Anthony, over
really proud of this experience."
six-feet-tall, his long hair parted and waved in two
The program itself is 6-years-old and is designed
braids. In an elegan t sway, he walked down the cat
exclusively for freshman to teach them skill s neceswalk. He was dressed in funky clothes balancing on
sary for networking among other peers and adminis· 6-8 inch heeled fury boots which looked like white
trators at Columbi a. It is the same type of subject
poodles trotting with him. He stopped at the end of
matter that is taught at Freshman semi nars, such as,
the platform and struck a pose. The crowd cheered
crisis management, time management. positive conand whistled.
flict vs. negative and other similar topics.
The fashion show took place in the Hokin Annex
In contrast, the "Year One Discovery Program" is
Hall last week was sponso red by Student Life
not academic, not for credits or grades and is taught
Development, with shoes provided by "Sole Ju nkies,"
by peer facilitators.
but the event itself, from its idea to its implementaBaily said that whatever brought people to attend the
tion. was the sole effort of the freshmen at the " Year
show, whether out of curiosity, to see what the arti st
One Discovery Program."
fo rmerly known as Prince has to do with it (he has a
Sarah Barr and Dan iel Hernandez were the main
song "Jam of the Year"), as a fashion-oriented designdesigners of the clothes. Barr's designs yield to
ers or just to be entertained, the amount of people
Afrocentric themes and cultural embellishments; her
they initially intended to show up was tripled.
style is casual or sporty. Dan's designs are sexy, ele"We ran out of food, we ran out of plates, we ran
gant, more revealing, sensual and fl amboyant. Some
out of cups, we ran out of everything," said Bai ly.
of the fabrics he uses were chiffon, satin, cotto n and
"So many people came up to the students after the
jean-material.
show congratu lating them and they didn't believe
these students
can put up a
fashion show
and that they are
only fres hman."
"In fact the
Dean of Student
Affairs came to
congratulate the
models backstage," said
Baily. "They
were sitting
there anxious
and naked in
probably the
most vulnerable
state in their li fe,
listening to the
Dean of Student
Affairs tell ing
,-;-,.,-:,..-,;-;;:-:--:--:---:--:-=,..----~,..-,,..----..,.-...,----,><"""..,.-.--:;;-:----;-----:-:;--;..-:-;"='1 them how great
they did."
The idea itself
Staff Writer

Selina
Va nDenbrink
Freshman
Photogra phy
In a Toyota truck
in the parking lot o
a church.

Nipsy B
Senior
Journalism
Inside thi s box
with Buckles. Don't
tell John I said that.

Jason Tobias
Junior
Graphic Design
In the Wabash
Building, room 503,
with my ex. It's the
same room as my
Human Sexuality
class.

J ocelyn Ollarria
Junior
Interpreter
training
Went on an eighthour bus ride with
my friend and had
sex
on
the
Greyhound.

was ini tiated b:; Baily and had never been done
before, so she was surprised how quickly everyone
got excited and became a part of it.
"T here are a lot of talented students at Columbia,"
said Baily; "and even though I put the ball out there,
they picked it up and next thing you know they wanted to do it. We have really creative people and I think
they have a lot of drive."
Despite the time conflicts of getting everybody in
the program for rehearsals, Baily said the final prOduct can speak for itself as some other students who
didn't take the program came up to her and said they
wished they were in " Year One Discovery Program."

Katie
Werremeyer
Sophomore
Vocal
performance
In
the
JC
Penney's d ressing
room.

Natasha Gornik
Junior
Film
Upside-down in
an alley. No explanations - use your
imagination.

